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Board.  The Board is especially delighted by the gendd
der and geographical diversity of the candidates.  I 
encourage all members to take the opportunity to 
vote for their preferred candidates.  Details of the 
voting procedure will be circulated in the coming 
days.

Issue No. 76 of the Quarterly Newsletter of the 
IAUC provides its usual excellent offering of condd
tributions from our members, as well as an oppordd
tunity to focus on the postdpandemic future and 
activities for our community.  I hope that there will 
soon be opportunities for us to meet facedtodface at 
IAUCdrelated workshops and conferences, but realdd
istically this might not occur until midd2021.  Until 
then video conferences will have to suffice.

With best wishes.

Dear colleagues in the IAUC community.  
When I last wrote my column three months ago, 

countries around the globe were at various stages 
of COVIDd19 shutdown.  Now, three months on, 
countries are at various stages of redopening, but 
with different degrees of success.  It has been a diffidd
cult time for all of us, mostly of course for those who 
have been ill or lost loved ones.  Those of us teachdd
ing in the university sector have been stunned by 
the impact.  Australian universities have been espedd
cially hard hit by COVIDd19, partly because they are 
so dependent on international students for funding 
and partly because travel restrictions began while 
so many of these students were overseas during 
the (austral) summer break.  Currently the university 
sector in Australia is going through massive budget 
cuts along with academic redundancies. As teachdd
ing was moved online earlier in the year, workloads 
for staff increased dramatically. This will worsen in 
the second part of the year as online and facedtod
face teaching proceeds in tandem, accommodating 
students who are still overseas as well as local studd
dents. I sincerely hope that you are all managing.

There are some small areas of silverdlining in this 
overarching cloud of gloom.  Urban researchers of 
all persuasions (including sociologists, transport endd
gineers, retail analysts as well as air quality and clidd
mate specialists) have found rich research opportudd
nities in the shutdown and subsequent reopening 
of cities. My own Monash University in Melbourne 
has launched the ‘Melbourne Experiment’, a multid
disciplinary study to document the impacts of shutdd
down and implications for the future city.  In our 
own field, I know of at least two large international 
research programs to document urban atmospheric 
impacts of COVIDd19.  One that I have recently bedd
come involved in is sponsored by WMO/GAW and 
involves observation, modelling and satellite redd
motedsensing of urban and regional air quality for 
more than 45 cities around the world as they shut 
down and reopened.

Also on a very positive note, we have 11 candidd
dates for the two vacant positions on the IAUC 
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‘A summer unlike any other’: Heatwaves and Covid-19 
are a deadly combination
As underserved populations face hotter neighborhoods and 
limited access to air conditioning, the pandemic threatens 

the malls and libraries where they typically find relief 

May 2020 — Temperatures in some California cities 
this week broke decadesdold records. The heatwave that 
cooked Las Vegas over the past few days brought temdd
peratures over 100F. And in Phoenix, highs this weekend 
are expected to approach or exceed 110F. 

This year is on track to be one of the hottest on record, 
and public health officials worry that in cities across the 
US, summer heatwaves will collide with the coronavirus 
pandemic, with deadly consequences for poor, minority 
and older populations. 

Even before the pandemic hit, heat was killing more 
Americans than all other natural disasters combined. 
People who live in cities are especially vulnerable to 
heatwaves because of a phenomenon called the “urban 
heat island effect” – cities with populations of 1 million 
or more can be up to 5F hotter than surrounding areas 
due to high population density, a lack of greenery and 
shade, and because materials like steel, concrete and asdd
phalt tend to absorb more heat. 

Analyses have also found that cities’ poorest neighdd
borhoods tend to be hotter, and that many lowdincome 
families have been struggling to cope for years. In some 
neighborhoods of Los Angeles, New York and Chicago, 
up to a third or more of households lack air conditioning. 
Due to the economic fallout of the coronavirus pandemdd
ic, many more are unable to pay to run their ACs. And 
even as cities begin reopening after lockdown, many of 
the malls, public libraries and recreation centers where 
overheated Americans traditionally went to cool down 
remain risky, especially for older people and others with 
a heightened risk of dying from Covidd19. 

Throughout the country, public health officials told 
the Guardian they were scrambling to find ways to prodd
tect the most vulnerable from the dual threats of heat 
and coronavirus. “This summer is definitely not going 
to be like any other summer,” said Deanne Criswell, the 
commissioner of New York City Emergency Managedd
ment. “We’re not going to have the same level of facilidd
ties open that New Yorkers typically go to all the time to 
stay cool. It’s a big concern.” 

New York is in the process of installing 74,000 air condd
ditioners in the homes of lowdincome seniors, according 
to Criswell. The city is also seeking to help more people 
pay for electricity this summer, as the unemployment cridd
sis leaves thousands of New Yorkers without the means 
to make rent and utilities. Other cities across the US have 

asked utility companies not to shut off service this sumdd
mer, even if customers can’t pay bills, so that they have 
access to water, cooling and refrigeration through the 
hottest days. 

“Every summer we worry about the heat when it 
ramps up – especially in April and May before people 
have a chance to acclimatize,” said Carolyn Levering, the 
emergency management administrator for Las Vegas. “I 
think it just gives us extra concern this year because of 
the pandemic.”

In Las Vegas, Phoenix and Los Angeles, officials are 
keeping some cooling centers – designated public builddd
ings where residents come for cold water and a respite 
from the heat – open, at a reduced capacity so people 
can maintain social distancing while seeking relief from 
the heat. At five cooling centers in LA, anyone who endd
ters has their temperature checked and is required to 
wear a mask and remain 6ft away from other people. In 
Nevada’s Clark county, which includes Las Vegas, four 
cooling centers stayed open during the most recent 
heatwave. 

But none of these solutions are broad enough to catch 
everyone at risk of dying from heatstroke, advocates say. 
“Hell no, it isn’t enough,” said Jonathan Parfrey, the exdd
ecutive director of the LAdbased nondprofit Climate Redd
solve. “This is just a staggering problem.” 

In South LA, where 64% of residents fall below the poverdd
ty line, more than 40% of households lack air conditioning, 
according to a study published this month by researchers 
at the University of Southern California who analyzed data 
from the electrical meters of nearly 180,500 households. 
“Poverty was a better predictor of whether or not people 

Some California cities broke decades-old temperature 
records, heightening fears amid the coronavirus pan--
demic. Source: www.theguardian.com

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/may/30/coronavirus-heatwaves-health-summer-us-cities
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had AC than even how hot or cool it was in a neighbordd
hood,” said Kelly Sanders, one of the study’s authors.

The vast majority of these heatdrelated deaths in cities 
occur inside homes that aren’t airdconditioned, said New 
York’s Criswell. “That ain’t going to be me this year,” said 
Collette McCoydDouglas, 67, a retired nurse who lives in 
a public housing facility for seniors in Chicago. McCoyd
Douglas said her building turned on the central air condd
ditioning a day early, after residents complained durdd
ing the heatwave over Memorial Day weekend. But the 
system, which only cools each apartment’s living room, 
“felt warm when I touched it,” she said. Her thermostat 
read 100F. “So I’ve poured ice on my head twice today 
– it messed up my hair, but it helped,” she laughed.

A spokesperson for Chicago Housing Authority said it 
was not aware of any air conditioning issues at senior 
housing facilities. 

Although McCoydDouglas considered looking for 
someplace cool she could go, she decided against it. “I’ve 
got an autoimmune disease, I have asthma, I have stents,” 
she said. “I’m more skeptical against the coronavirus.” 
Unable to cool down, she eventually picked up a neighdd
bor, an older woman with cerebral palsy, and they drove 
around for a bit in McCoydDouglas’s airdconditioned car. 

Chicago’s infamous 1995 heatwave, which killed more 
than 700 people, was on the minds of both women.

 “You know, in my apartment, we have people with 
mental illness and disabilities. They can’t even leave 
the building,” said McCoydDouglas, who also knew of 
two neighbors who had died of Covidd19. “It just breaks 
my heart. It’s just inhuman.” Source: https://www.thedd
guardian.com/usdnews/2020/may/30/coronavirusdheatdd
wavesdhealthdsummerdusdcities

Coronavirus and Extreme Heat Are ‘on a Collision Course’ 
as NYC Summer Begins

June 2020 — It was a hot summer morning in the 
Bronx on Tuesday, June 23, with temperatures climbing 
into the high 80s. Jose Batista, an 81dyeardold tenant in 
the New York City Housing Authority’s (NYCHA) Mitchdd
el Houses, was getting ready to head outside for some 
fresh air and to cool down.

“I can’t deal with this in the apartment,” Batista says 
in Spanish. “Now, at least outside with the trees and my 
mask on, I could put up with it a little more, because with 
this humidity, I can’t. I can’t.”

His windowdunit air conditioner was old and not 
working properly, so someone had recently uninstalled 
it, he says. Now, he’s requested a new one from NYCHA 
management, but that was 11 days ago, and he hasn’t 
heard back from anyone.

Batista – who suffers from high blood pressure, is diadd
betic, and just finished radiation treatment for prostate 
cancer – lives in a studio apartment in the Lincoln Avdd
enue development, located in the Bronx’s Mott Haven 

People sit inside social distancing markers at Domino 
Park in Brooklyn. Source: www.theguardian.com

Among the initiatives to combat extreme heat, the de 
Blasio administration launched a program to provide free 

air conditioners to vulnerable New Yorkers.

section. The apartment, which faces the street, bakes in 
the heat. “I’ve had to use a fan, but it’s not working well 
because the heat has increased a lot over the past three 
days … and the fan is not helping a lot,” Batista says.

Extreme heat is an increasingly dangerous facet of 
summers in New York City, and is especially so this year 
for populations that are at higher risk of COVIDd19 and 
would be safer cooling down indoors rather than at a 
cooling center, pool, or beach. The communities that are 
mostly affected by extreme heat during the summer are 
now the same ones that have been disproportionately 
affected by the coronavirus pandemic: lowerdincome 
communities of color and the elderly.

One of the programs the mayor’s office has begun to 
implement this year to combat extreme heat in the sumdd
mer is providing free air conditioners to lowdincome New 
Yorkers so they can stay cool while remaining inside.

“Essentially, COVIDd19 and climate change – in particudd
lar, extreme heat ... are on a collision course, and it’s going 
to be lowdincome families, older adults, our communities 
of color that are most impacted,” says Jainey Bavishi, didd
rector of the Mayor’s Office of Resiliency. “And extreme 
heat is the deadliest weather event that we face, and so 
this is really a matter of life and death, so it’s extremely 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/may/30/coronavirus-heatwaves-health-summer-us-cities
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/may/30/coronavirus-heatwaves-health-summer-us-cities
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/may/30/coronavirus-heatwaves-health-summer-us-cities
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/may/30/coronavirus-heatwaves-health-summer-us-cities
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critical that we are taking steps to prepare for this very 
unique heat season that we are about to enter.”

The program is among several initiatives the city cardd
ries out every year to help cool down New Yorkers. This 
year, there will also be “misting oases” and spray showdd
ers in NYC parks, and the Fire Department will install 
spray caps on hydrants in neighborhoods that are most 
at risk of heat waves.

Cities around the world experience extreme heat as 
an effect of climate change, and New York City is not an 
exception. Like many other places, NYC faces the urband
heatdisland effect. This is caused when infrastructure, 
buildings, and roads replace moist green areas, creating 
impermeable, dry surfaces that prevent heat from bedd
ing absorbed properly. Despite efforts to mitigate heat 
waves, summer weather results in an average of 115 exdd
cess deaths from natural causes “exacerbated by extreme 
heat” and 13 heatstroke deaths every year in NYC, accorddd
ing to a 2017 report from the de Blasio administration.

In an interview with Curbed back in December – in pred
pandemic times – about what the next decade would 
look like for New York City in terms of climatedchange 
mitigation, Dr. Timon McPhearson, professor of urban 
ecology and director of the Urban Systems Lab at the 
New School, emphasized the importance of addressing 
extreme heat, especially because it disproportionately 
affects already vulnerable populations.

“Lowdincome minority neighborhoods that have low 
amounts of green space, they don’t have as many trees, 
they don’t have many parks, and so they’re hotter – but 
they’re not just hotter, they’re hotter in areas where peodd
ple have less income, less ability to afford airdconditiondd
ing, less resources to deal with heat, and therefore are 
more at risk,” McPhearson said.

There is an evident overlap when it comes to the 
neighborhoods affected by COVIDd19 and those hit harddd
est by heat waves. According to the Heat Vulnerability Indd
dex, which measures heatdrelated illness or death in difdd
ferent neighborhoods, it was found that several areas in 
the Bronx, including Mott Haven, Melrose, and University 
Heights, are at highest risk, along with BeddStuy and East 
New York in Brooklyn, plus Jamaica in Queens. Risk facdd
tors for an area, according to the index, include hotter 
surface temperatures, less green space, and more lowdindd
come residents. And some of those same neighborhoods 
have been largely affected by the coronavirus pandemic 
as well. Research has also shown that AfricandAmerican 
New Yorkers are at a higher risk of mortality as a result 
of heat, and they have experienced a high mortality rate 
because of COVIDd19, too.

The $65 million freedairdconditioners program aims to 
provide over 74,000 ACs to New Yorkers who are 60 or 
older, who don’t already have an AC at home, and who 
have an income below 60 percent of the state’s median 

income. As of June 24, 18,000 ACs have been installed, and 
37,000 senior households, many of them located within 
NYCHA developments, have registered to get them.

Meanwhile, in order to help the New Yorkers receivdd
ing ACs pay for their higher utility bills, the state’s Public 
Service Commission also agreed to double the amount 
of its Con Edison utilitydbill discount. Through that lowd
income program, Con Edison customers receive a disdd
count of $13 a month, and now, the “emergency sumdd
mer cooling credit” will add up to $40 a month between 
June and September.

And though it is an innovative program, it is defidd
nitely not the best longdterm solution to extreme heat, 
McPhearson says in a recent interview: “Longdterm, we 
have to decrease the urbandheatdisland [effect], and 
that’s going to mean increasing in blue and green infradd
structure at a much larger scale to provide evaporative 
and shadedbased cooling in the city.” McPhearson adds 
that running ACs will require more energy and become 
a larger source of CO2 emissions.

The city is also working to prevent power outages 
– like the one last year that left more than 50,000 New 
Yorkers without power during a heat wave – from indd
creased use of airdconditioning during the summer.

Extreme heat is only expected to get worse in the years 
to come. The New York City Panel on Climate Change, 
a group of climate and social scientists that aims to dedd
velop climatedchange projections, first assembled by 
former mayor Michael Bloomberg in 2008, predicts that 
the number of days above 90 degrees annually in NYC 
could be doubled by the 2050s.

For now, Batista, the elderly resident of Mitchel Houses 
in the Bronx, is hoping to get his AC installed soon. “I went 
to the NYCHA office with my nephew who speaks English 
well, and they took my information and they said they 
would call me, but they haven’t. I haven’t received any andd
swer,” he says. “It’s very tough because the AC could help 
with the pollen [entering my apartment] a little bit, but 
[right now] I have to keep the window open, you see?”

Source: https://ny.curbed.com/2020/6/29/21302060/
nycdcoronavirusdheatdwavesdsummerdclimatedchange
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Covid-19 demonstrates urgent need for cities to prepare for pandemics

Cities and towns need to deepen understanding of their 
risks from disease outbreaks, as for other more visible 

threats like extreme weather.

June 2020 — Some 95% of Covidd19 cases have come from 
urban areas. Pandemic preparedness in cities and towns is 
more urgent than ever for reducing disaster risk, particularly 
in challenging situations where disease outbreaks could codd
incide with an extreme weather event. The eastern Indian city 
of Kolkata has been devastated by Cyclone Amphan, which 
caused many deaths and left millions without electric power. 
Fear of contracting the virus made it impossible to use cydd
clone shelters to their maximum capacity. Covidd19 restricdd
tions made evacuations more difficult. Countries around the 
world were caught by surprise by the Covidd19 pandemic dedd
spite many warnings and recent experience of epidemics such 
as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), which spread 
through urban centres including Hong Kong and Toronto.

It is now an urgent requirement for cities and towns to develdd
op a deep understanding of their risks from future pandemics, 
just as they would for other more visible hazards like extreme 
weather events. These recent experiences and others, such as the 
Ebola outbreak, have led some countries to be better prepared. 
But generally, there is a lack of planning for hazards and disasdd
ters at all levels. The frustrating shortages of personal protective 
equipment, ethanol for disinfectant and other emergency supdd
plies could have been avoided if there had been adequate scedd
nariodplanning at the national level, supported by the allocation 
of required resources to local governments. The Covidd19 crisis 
exposes systemic vulnerabilities in healthcare systems that candd
not handle surging caseloads. Likewise, cities have been forced 
to confront the fact that unplanned urbanisation creates condd
ditions where many of their residents lack adequate water and 
sanitation facilities, while living in overcrowded places where 
physical distancing is challenging. It is now an urgent requiredd
ment for cities and towns to develop a deep understanding of 
their risks from future pandemics, just as they would for other 
more visible hazards like extreme weather events. 

New metrics − Governments, especially at the local level, 
need to plan and strategise to deal with all hazards, including 
biological ones, and to address gaps in their preparedness and 
develop response capacity. This will prevent them being taken 
by surprise, and then overwhelmed. Better data collection will 
allow city leaders to prepare for future episodes where once undd
thinkable metrics become normal, such as whether a park can 
accommodate neighbourhood residents if they must keep two 
metres apart.

There is an existing framework to manage disaster risk. Over 
200 cities and towns around the world already use the United 
Nations Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR) Disaster Resilience 
Scorecard to develop evidencedbased approaches to managdd
ing their disaster risk. The Scorecard has been augmented by 
the development of a Public Health Addendum which provides 
guidance to local governments on the wider issues of managedd
ment and recovery in case of biological hazards, including a 
pandemic. The Addendum to the Scorecard is designed to help 

cities establish their publicdhealth system resilience baseline 
and to frame an action plan. It will soon be available as an online 
course. In cities like Lisbon, Kampala and Greater Manchester, 
the Disaster Resilience Scorecard has proved to be a useful tool 
helping cities to establish their publicdhealth system resilience 
baseline and to frame an action plan. Likewise, UNdHabitat’s City 
Resilience Global Programme provides handsdon support to lodd
cal governments in urban planning and building resilience to all 
types of hazards.

Global campaign − These UN agencies and other partners like 
the World Bank Group saw the need to prepare for risks like clidd
mate change, disease outbreaks, pollution, waste management, 
land use and building codes when they launched the Making 
Cities Resilient (MCR) campaign 10 years ago. The campaign 
has since attracted 4,300 cities and towns to sign up, creating a 
global network of local governments keenly aware of the need 
to reduce disaster risk. Now, UNDRR, UNdHabitat, the World Bank 
Group and other partners are joining forces to elevate the camdd
paign’s focus from advocacy to implementation over the next 
decade. New partners willing to work together for urban resildd
ience are invited to join. The successor campaign, MCR2030, will 
launch towards the end of this year and pandemic preparedness 
will be a priority area of focus for all participants, including local 
governments and municipalities, over the next decade.

The focus is on cities because, while they can be disease vecdd
tors, it is also clear that sustainable urbanisation creates social, 
economic and environmental prosperity − which can be an imdd
portant bulwark against the spread of disease. It is a hopeful sign 
that some of the world’s most urbanised countries are responddd
ing with relative success to the Covidd19 pandemic. South Kodd
rea, where over 80% of citizens live in cities and towns, applied 
lessons learned from its experience with Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome (MERS) in 2015. It has managed to fight the outbreak 
using technology, open communication, rigorous testing and 
tracing, and excellent hospital care.

Covidd19, like most epidemics, is largely an urban problem. 
Local strategies for disaster risk reduction must include pandd
demic preparedness as a priority, and this needs to be part of the 
process of better recovery and building resilience to future disdd
ease outbreaks. — MAMi Mizutori & MAiMuNAh Mohd ShArif 
Source: https://www.ecodbusiness.com/opinion/covidd19ddemdd
onstratesdurgentdneeddfordcitiesdtodpreparedfordpandemics/

Kathmandu city.
Source: eco-business.com

https://www.eco-business.com/opinion/covid-19-demonstrates-urgent-need-for-cities-to-prepare-for-pandemics/
https://www.eco-business.com/opinion/covid-19-demonstrates-urgent-need-for-cities-to-prepare-for-pandemics/
https://www.eco-business.com/opinion/covid-19-demonstrates-urgent-need-for-cities-to-prepare-for-pandemics/
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Mapping America’s Underwater Real Estate: What happens to 
home prices if flood maps start measuring climate change? 

June 2020 — Millions of Americans just woke up in a 
flood zone that had never before been listed on U.S. govdd
ernment maps.

The firstdever public evaluation of flood risk for every 
property in the 48 contiguous states has found that federal 
maps underestimate the number of homes and businesses 
in significant danger by 67%. The new flooddrisk data, redd
leased Monday by the research and technology nonprofit 
First Street Foundation, is a virtually unprecedented disclodd
sure of how much damage climate change can be expected 
to inflict at the level of individual homes.

First Street’s model gives homeowners access to riskd
analysis techniques that had previously been available to 
insurers and financiers. (Look up your address here.) Until 
now public information on flood vulnerability in the U.S. redd
lied heavily on maps produced by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, which are often out of date, incomdd
plete, and difficult to understand. First Street aims to change 
this by eventually making its flood information available on 

Realtor.com, the second largest listing website – a riskddisdd
closure event that could have profound repercussions on 
property values, bank loans and municipal bonds.

There are 142 million properties in First Street’s public 
database, and each one is scored on a 10dpoint scale based 
on the likelihood of flooding over a typical 30dyear mortdd
gage. The score, called Flood Factor, rates the likelihood 
of flooding in simple terms. (A Realtor.com spokeswoman 
said the new flooddrisk scores, which had been slated to be 
introduced on the website already, would be added to listdd
ings after a technical issue is resolved.)

First Street and FEMA use the same definition of “signifidd
cant risk”: at least a 1% chance or greater each year that a 
property will experience a oncedindadcentury flood. Over 
the course of a 30dyear mortgage, if the risk remains at 1% 
annually, a property would have a greater than 26% chance 
of facing that 100dyear flood. Several million more properdd
ties face moderate risk of flooding.

It’s anyone’s guess how this new transparency will affect 

The vast majority of counties saw an increase on a percentage-point basis. One in 10 American properties are at 
significant risk of flooding right now. Parts of Appalachia, far from the oceans, turn out to be at higher-than-ex--
pected flood risk under First Street’s detailed approach to mapping. And climate change will continue to increase 
the population living in vulnerable, flood-prone areas. The new model predicts that between 2020 and 2050, un--
der warming atmospheric conditions, the number of at-risk properties will grow by another 11%, or 1.6 million. 
While flooding risk is likely to grow in almost every state, and often in places far from the oceans, over time it will 
be particularly devastating along the coasts in Louisiana, Delaware and New Jersey. Source: bloomberg.com

https://firststreet.org/flood-lab/research/2020-national-flood-risk-assessment-highlights/
https://floodfactor.com/
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-flood-risk-zone-us-map/
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realdestate prices. When FEMA marks an area at significant 
risk of flooding, residents with mortgages are forced to buy 
flood insurance. First Street’s maps come with none of that 
regulatory weight, leaving buyers and sellers free to ignore 
them.

Academics and regulators think clear signals about exdd
panded flood risk could be transformational. “We are aldd
ready seeing realdestate values go down in some of the 
Southeastern coastal communities where flooding is a 
common nuisance. And First Street’s work is likely to acceldd
erate that,” says Jesse Keenan, a professor of real estate at 
Tulane University who tracks the impact of climate change. 
“I think it could be a selfdfulling prophecy.”

The bureaucrat who ran FEMA’s National Flood Insurdd
ance Program until 2018 agrees: “If they can pull it off and 
they really have the goods on every property, it could be 
a game changer,” says Roy E. Wright, now president and 
chief executive of the Insurance Institute for Business and 
Home Safety.

In the last decade, U.S. floods have caused over $155 bildd
lion in property damage and account for the majority of 
federally declared disasters. Ninetydeight percent of coundd
ties across the U.S. have experienced a flooding event, and 
FEMA rates floodwaters above all other natural disasters in 

damage potential.
Yet the primary purpose of FEMA’s flood maps isn’t to 

inform individual homeowners. The agency’s mission is to 
outline zones of significant risk of oncedindadcentury floods 
for community management and insurance purposes. 
“FEMA’s maps are notably different in their intended use 
and design,” an agency spokesperson said in a statement 
about First Street’s project. Data needed to make decisions 
about “floodplain management or life and safety during a 
flooding event” is different from what’s needed to “inform 
someone’s decision to acquire [private] flood insurance or 
take an action to reduce their individual flood risk.”

Since First Street’s definition of significant risk is the same 
100dyear flood used by FEMA, the big difference in outlook 
comes down to a few important factors. The climate nondd
profit mapped 99% of all properties in the lower 48 states, 
a completist approach FEMA doesn’t take. In addition, the 
new maps use data to recreate property flooding caused by 
55 past major hurricanes, tropical storms and nor’easters. 
Many states lack floodingddisclosure laws, so this informadd
tion would otherwise be nearly impossible to find.

First Street’s model takes into account 55 previous major 
storm events but there are significant gaps. It doesn’t yet 
include Hurricane Harvey in 2017, which prompted FEMA 

Source: bloomberg.com

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-flood-risk-zone-us-map/
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insurance payouts to 92,000 Texans.
The new maps also include projections for sudden, heavy 

precipitation events and data on millions of miles of streams 
and creeks that aren’t measured by FEMA. And, of course, the 
first purpose of FEMA’s flood maps is to designate zones for 
insurance that’s sold in onedyear increments – which means 
the process wasn’t set up to account for climate change 
over decades. Yet homeowners often make decisions about 
where to live that can last 30 years or more.

The heightened risk detected in First Street’s data can be 
mapped across the country in unexpected places. Washdd
ington, D.C. sees a 438% increase in properties identified 
as vulnerable to floods, Utah is adjusted upwards by 419% 
and Wyoming’s realdestate risk rises by 325%. The new 
maps also point to a huge spike in flood threat along the 
spine of the Appalachian Mountains in states like West 
Virginia, Kentucky and Virginia—none of which spring to 
mind when imagining the looming threat of rising waters.

In fact, First Street’s analysis found nearly one in four 
properties in West Virginia is at risk from flooding, the highdd
est percentage of real estate in any state. That’s higher than 
famously flooddprone Florida, where 20.5% of homes are in 
flood zones.

The new model is also much more sensitive to how madd
jor rain storms might overwhelm county drainage systems, 
a fact that had a big impact on risk mapping in urban ardd
eas. In Los Angeles County, for example, First Street found 
nearly 204,000 properties have a substantial risk from 
floods – or seven times FEMA’s estimate of 29,000. In Cook 
County, which includes Chicago, an estimated 11% of 1.4 
million properties are at risk, as opposed to the current feddd
eral maps which list 2%.

In areas where FEMA’s maps are up to date, the flooddrisk 
assessments by FEMA and First Street are closely aligned. 
First Street’s maps of Louisiana, a state that faces extensive 
coastal erosion from sea rise, show 477,000 houses in the 
highdrisk zone right now – 84,000 fewer than FEMA’s curdd
rent map. Mike Amodeo, director of data science for First 
Street, says his analysis took into account the recent condd
struction of levees or flood walls that made certain properdd
ties less likely to flood than before.

While the new flooddrisk maps reflect the power of addd
aptations like seawalls in the short run, they also reveal 
limitations over time. By 2050, according to First Street’s 
projections, another 332,000 houses in Louisiana will be at 
substantial risk of flooding because of inexorable sea rise. 
The model doesn’t anticipate that current defenses will 
save the coastline for long.

The risk maps will also help highlight newly installed 
protections such as marsh and wetland restorations that 
can fend off waters. Boston is building a series of sea walls, 
berms and other structures around it that will act as a bardd
ricade against Mother Nature. The new 1,000dacre Seaport 
District filled with restaurants, bars and gleaming office 
and residential towers is particularly vulnerable. While all 
of Los Angeles is currently protected by flood adaptations, 
areas like Gardena remain vulnerable because its levee was 
not designed for 1% annual flood risk.

These new and vastly expanded flood maps are likely to 
be controversial. After all, what homeowner wants an undd
accountable, unelected entity publicly ranking their propdd
erty as a high risk of damage or destruction? While some 
owners won’t appreciate this transparency, others will see 
newly installed protections to fend off waters as selling 

Source: bloomberg.com

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-flood-risk-zone-us-map/
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points, says Danielle Hale, chief economist for Realtor.com.
“Market forces work fast when there are informed particdd

ipants making the buying and selling decisions,” says Hale. 
“It’s not surprising that the home next to a beach has flood 
risk. But this broadens it.”

It took some effort previously for home shoppers to find 
out if a property was within a flood zone defined by FEMA. If 
flood scores spread soon from First Street’s website to Realdd
tor.com as planned, risk information will be discoverable far 
more easily. Hale acknowledges that visibility could change 
buying decisions and factor into home prices. Realtor.com 
plans to provide information on the validity of the data, and 
concerns will be directed to a customerdservice team.

Insurance companies, banks and businesses often pay 
for private research that affords access to more accurate 
data than FEMA’s maps. These powerful interests have aldd
ready been making decisions accordingly. Almost all flood 
insurance policies for homes in the U.S. – about 95% – are 
part of the National Flood Insurance Program run by FEMA 
because private insurers find it too risky. That leaves taxdd
payers picking up the tab when devastating floods occur.

Recent academic papers have found banks are using 
flood information to “bluedline” neighborhoods, offering 
homeowners fewer or more expensive mortgage services 
due to more detailed understanding of risk. After big storms, 
research shows that banks sell off an increased percentage 
of mortgages in riskier areas to governmentdbacked Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac. Banks are also increasingly asking for 
modified terms on mortgages in flood zones, such as dedd
manding much more than 20% down at closing.

Even places known to be vulnerable today might see 
prices shift if flood risk becomes more visible to realdesdd
tate shoppers. The median home in Miami is worth about 
$370,000 and, according to the realdestate website Zildd
low, that price has increased slightly in the past year. First 
Street’s data already assigns 30% of properties in Miamid
Dade County to the significant risk category and projects 
the designation will apply to 38% of the county by 2050.

Matthew Eby, executive director of First Street, says it’s 
only fair to bring transparency into a rigged market. “Sodd
phisticated investors have privately purchased flood risk 
information from fordprofit firms for years,” he says. First 
Street is “correcting an asymmetry of information by prodd
viding free access to everyday Americans.”

Others worry that flood mapping down to the level of 
individual homes requires a granularity of information that 
First Street can’t muster, with homeowners in the newly 
identified flood zones left facing harsh financial losses from 
publicly posted but essentially unverifiable projections 
of risk. Rachel Cleetus, the policy director for climate and 
energy program at the Union of Concerned Scientists, bedd
lieves publishing this information would place a “bullseye” 
on unsuspecting owners or, in some cases, entire marginaldd
ized communities.

“Having detailed risk information is important,” she says, 
“but it is insufficient without publicdpolicy supports. These 
people didn’t create the problem and the market alone can 
be a harsh and inequitable way to deal with the results.” 
Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020dfloodd
riskdzonedusdmap/

Look up the flood factor score for your home and any other property in the database.

Source: bloomberg.com

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-flood-risk-zone-us-map/
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-flood-risk-zone-us-map/
https://floodfactor.com/
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-flood-risk-zone-us-map/
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Introduction 
Cities are generally warmer than the surrounding 

rural land, a phenomenon called the Urban Heat Isdd
land (UHI). Given their implications for energy condd
sumption (e.g. Santamouris et al. 2015), climate 
change adaptation plans (e.g. Estrada et al. 2017), 
and public health (e.g. Mora et al. 2017), UHIs have 
been widely studied over the past decades, considerdd
ing both air and surface temperature measurements 
(e.g. Oke 1973, Oke 1982, Grimmond and Oke 1999, 
Imhoff et al. 2010, Clinton and Gong 2013, Zhao et al. 
2014, Gu and Li 2018). Air UHIs are most intense durdd
ing nightdtime, while the intensity of surface UHIs, 
hereafter referred to as SUHIs, generally peak during 
daytime (e.g. Oke et al. 2017). The physical drivers of 
urban warming and its canonical diurnal patterns are 
reasonably well known, both in terms of air and surdd
face temperatures. More recently however, remote 
sensing observations have revealed global and seadd
sonal trends of SUHIs that lack a complete explanadd
tion (e.g. Zhou et al. 2013, Zhao et al. 2014). 

Scaling laws impacting SUHIs. A first link bedd
tween urbanizationdinduced warming and city size 
(as measured by urban population) was proposed 
by Oke (1973) based on nightdtime air temperature 
measurements. With the proliferation of remote 
sensing products, similar relations between urban 
population and SUHI intensity have been observed 
at the global scale (Clinton and Gong 2013). Local hydd

droclimate also contributes to the intensity of SUHIs 
(Zhao et al. 2014, Li et al. 2019), with rising mean andd
nual precipitation causing an increase in urban to 
rural surface temperature differences (∆ts). However, 
given the complexity of urban systems, the factors 
contributing to these variations in ∆ts across backdd
ground climatic conditions and city size continue to 
be a subject of inquiry and debate (Clinton and Gong 
2013, Zhao et al. 2014, Gu and Li 2018, Li et al. 2019).

While Oke’s later work suggested that population 
density (or actual measures of urban form such as 
building density) is a more direct and reliable driver 
of the nocturnal air UHI (e.g. Oke 1981), recent remote 
sensing studies detect better correlation between 
SUHI and total city population (Clinton and Gong 
2013). On the hydroclimatic side, both changes in 
convection efficiency (Zhao et al. 2014) and partition 
of net radiation in latent/sensible heat fluxes (Zhou 
et al. 2016b, Gu and Li 2018, Li et al. 2019) have been 
proposed as the main drivers of daytime SUHIs. Some 
studies suggested that ∆ts increases linearly with redd
gional precipitation due to changes in rural aerodydd
namic resistance (Zhao et al. 2014), but remote sensdd
ing observations from China point to the existence of 
a precipitation threshold above which ∆ts becomes 
insensitive to precipitation changes (Zhou et al. 
2016b). Numerical simulations have confirmed posdd
sible nonlinear responses of ∆ts to precipitation (Gu 
and Li 2018) but, unlike previous modelling results, 

this article summarizes two recently published manuscripts illustrating their connection (Manoli et al. 2019; 2020)

mailto:g.manoli@ucl.ac.uk
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Figure 1. (a) Observed (symbols) and modelled (sol--
id line) ∆Ts − P relation. The same trend is observed 
for daytime and mean daily data. (b) Impact of dif--
ferent green cover on the simulated SUHI intensity 
∆Ts as a function of mean annual precipitation P.

the variability of ∆ts has been explained by changes 
in rural temperature rather than convection efficiendd
cy. In short, the causal links between ∆ts, population, 
city texture, and background climate remain unclear 
and, as a consequence, a fundamental knowledge 
gap persists in understanding the cooling effects obdd
tainable with urban vegetation (e.g. Gunawardena et 
al. 2017) and albedo management (e.g. Zhao et al. 
2014) across cities and climatic conditions.

Seasonality of SUHIs. Another ubiquitous feature 
of SUHIs is their seasonality. On seasonal timescales, 
urban areas exhibit distinctive hysteretic patterns 
between ∆ts and background land surface temperadd
ture ts (Manoli et al. 2020). This seasonal hysteresis 
has been demonstrated by remote sensing observadd
tion from Europe (Zhou et al. 2013) and the Southdd
west United States (Bechtel et al. 2019), as well as in 
numerical simulations for the Greater London area 
(Zhou et al. 2016a). The directionality of hysteresis is 
always clockwise, but ∆ts either increases or decreasdd
es with ts depending on the local hydroclimate (i.e. 
wet versus seasonallyddry). Such hysteretic behaviour 
was postulated to result from time lags between the 
energy/water fluxes of urban and rural areas (Zhou et 
al. 2013, Zhou et al. 2016a) but previous attempts to 
verify this hypothesis have been unsuccessful (Zhou 
et al. 2013). These recalcitrant challenges and quesdd
tions highlight the complexity of the coupled urband
biosphere system, with the emergence of hysteresis 
as one of its signatures (Ashkenazy et al. 2008, Morris 
2011).

Objectives. Here, the aforementioned knowldd
edge gaps are addressed by combining concepts 
from statistical physics, urban climate, and complexdd
ity science. Despite the diversity and complexity of 
cities, universal scaling laws linking urban populadd
tion N to infrastructure and sociodeconomic metrics 
have been confirmed for cities across the world (e.g. 
Bettencourt et al. 2007). We show that such scaling 
laws, when coupled to energy budget and radiadd
tive transfer principles, provide the logical basis for 
coarsedgrained representations of SUHIs. The objecdd
tive is not to provide a detailed simulation of urban 
microclimate, which is a prerogative of urban climate 
models (e.g. Grimmond et al. 2010) and detailed urdd
ban energy and water budget schemes (e.g. Meili et 
al. 2020). Rather, we aim to describe emergent bedd
haviours of urbandbiosphere interactions so as to 
disentangle the key drivers of SUHIs across numerdd
ous cities and diverse climatic regions.  To be clear, 

the scale of applicability of such an approach is govdd
erned by the applicability of scaling laws linking city 
properties (e.g. size, population) to urban form and 
function.

Methods
Data. Global estimates of summertime SUHIs are 

obtained from the Global Urban Heat Island Data Set 
2013 (CIESIN 2016). A SUHI is defined as the land surdd
face temperature difference between the urban area 
and a 10 km buffer in the surrounding rural region. 
The dataset provides daytime and nighttime UHI indd
tensities (∆ts,d and ∆ts,n, respectively) for more than 
30000 cities. When focusing on climatic patterns and 
longdterm averages (Manoli et al. 2019), the intensity 
of summertime SUHIs (∆ts) is estimated as the averdd
age of daytime and nighttime observations. At the 
seasonal scale (Manoli et al. 2020), we use the seadd
sonal trends of SUHIs digitized from Zhou et al. 2013 
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and Zhou et al. 2016a for five European cities (Paris, 
London, Milan, Madrid, and Nicosia). The selected 
cities are characterized by different background clidd
mates and exhibit the main hysteretic behaviours 
observed in Europe (Zhou et al. 2013, Zhou et al. 
2016a). Monthly meteorological data (i.e. precipitadd
tion P, twodmeter air temperature ta, surface temdd
perature ts, incoming shortwave radiation rsw , wind 
speed Ws, and atmospheric pressure pa t m) and land 
surface diagnostics (i.e. albedo, leaf area index, and 
evapotranspiration) have been retrieved from the 
Modern Era RetrospectivedAnalysis for Research and 
Applications (MERRA) and used to define background 
climatic conditions and assess model accuracy. 

Coarse-grained SUHI model. A first order apdd
proximation for the intensity of SUHIs can be derived 
from the surface energy balance considering urbandd
ization as a perturbation to the rural base state. Spedd
cifically, urbandrural surface temperature differences 
∆ts can then be expressed as a function of annual 
precipitation P and city population N only (Manoli et 
al. 2019):

∆ts (P,N)=                                  ∆S(P,N)               [1]

where fs and fa [W md2 Kd1] are energy redistribution 
factors associated with surface and air temperature, 
respectively (Zeng et al. 2017), η and at are paramdd
eters accounting for the coupling between ts and ta , 
while ∆S [W md2] is the differential energy forcing due 
to urbandinduced changes in surface albedo (∆α), 
emissivity (∆εs), evapotranspiration (∆Et), convection 
efficiency (∆ra), and anthropogenic heat (∆Qah). Note 
that urban Et is calculated considering the urban 
green cover fractions (gc,u) and irrigation (as defined 
by an irrigation index ir,u). 

Given the objective of exploring the sensitivity of 
SUHIs to as few “summary variables” as possible (i.e. P 
and N), a set of climate relations linking background 
meteorological variables (e.g. ts, ta, rsw) to P has 
been derived from fitting the MERRA data. Similarly, 
changes in urban characteristics (e.g. area, mean sky 
view factor, mean building height, anthropogenic 
heat) are linked to city size by urban scaling laws. 
The resulting model in Eq. 1 then postulates that ∆ts 
can be coarselydmodelled as a function of only N and 
P, where N is an aggregate measure for urban infradd
structure size and P is a proxy for timedintegrated surdd
facedatmosphere exchanges and climatic patterns. 

Figure 2. (a) Observed seasonality of SUHIs in Paris 
and Madrid; (b) simulated hysteresis of ∆Ts for dif--
ferent rainfall-radiation phase shifts ∆ΦλR and mean 
rainfall frequencies μλR.

The proposed approach is deemed “coarsedgrained” 
because “finedgrained” properties of climate, cities 
and rural areas are smoothed over in space and time 
to focus on collective phenomena and global patdd
terns rather than microscopic (i.e., building to block 
scale) or specific citydclimate processes.

Stochastic soil moisture balance. To test the 
hypothesis that hysteresis is the result of time lags 
between urban and rural dynamics, Eq. 1 has been 
modified to account for the seasonality of backdd
ground climate (see Manoli et al. 2020). Specifically, 
changes in background meteorological forcings with 
time τ, have been modelled with sine functions Γ=Γ(τ) 
characterized by mean μΓ, amplitude AΓ, and phase 
ΦΓ. A welldestablished stochastic soil moisture baldd
ance (Porporato et al. 2004, Feng et al. 2015) is then 
employed to compute the seasonality of relative soil 
moisture, evapotranspiration (Et), and surface albedd
do (α) in the rural areas. This probabilistic approach 
integrates information on rainfall daily stochasticity 
and seasonality to describe the “average” seasonal 
cycle of surface water fluxes. Note that the selected 

1

fs (P)− η  fa (P)at
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sine functions represent prototypical examples of indd
tradannual variability rather than precise sitedspecific 
conditions. Also, the analysis here focuses on two 
contrasting climatic conditions defined as “wet” (i.e. 
continental/temperate regions with summer rainfall 
and welldwatered vegetation throughout the year) 
and “seasonallyddry” (i.e. Mediterranean climates 
with dry summers and prolonged waterdstress) even 
though more complex seasonal dynamics may occur 
on continental scales (Zhou et al. 2013).

Further details on data sources, analysis, and moddd
el development can be found elsewhere (Manoli et 
al. 2019; 2020).

Results and Discussion
Global patterns of summertime SUHIs. Consisdd

tent with prior results (Zhou et al. 2016b, Gu and Li 
2018), a nonlinear relation between ∆ts and mean andd
nual precipitation is found (Fig. 1a). The intensity of 
SUHIs modelled by Eq. 1 increases linearly at low predd
cipitation regimes (Zhao et al. 2014) but it saturates 
at precipitation values exceeding around P=1200 
mm yrd1, in agreement with the observations. Model 
inferences suggest that the shape of the P−∆ts reladd
tion is largely controlled by changes in evapotranspidd
ration. In wet climates, energy limitations control the 
upper bound on Et differences between urban and 
rural environments, thus creating the observed pladd
teau of ∆ts. In arid regions, water limitations reduce 
the magnitude of rural Et, thus limiting the contridd
bution of ∆Et to ∆ts and, when urban vegetation is 
irrigated, ∆ts becomes neutral or even negative credd
ating an “oasis” effect.

A sensitivity analysis of Eq. 1 to changes in urban 
green cover fraction elucidates this interplay among 
multiple mechanisms and highlights the fundamendd
tal role of background climate in regulating the abildd
ity of urban green spaces to reduce the SUHI effect 
(Fig. 1b). In arid regions, rural land surfaces can be 
warmer than urban areas due to lower albedo, lower 
convection efficiency, and waterdlimited rural evapodd
transpiration. As a consequence, urban vegetation 
and irrigation reduce urban temperatures efficiently, 
and control the magnitude of the “oasis” effect (e.g. 
Oke 1982, Gunawardena et al. 2017). In wet climates, 
vegetation is not water limited and Et is a dominant 
component of the rural surface energy balance so 
that, to reduce ∆ts by a fixed value, an increasing 
green cover is needed for increasing P (Fig. 1b).

Seasonal hysteresis of SUHIs. The seasonality of 

SUHIs is illustrated in Fig. 2. Cities in relatively wet 
climates (represented by the example of Paris here) 
show a concave up hysteresis characterized by peak 
SUHIs in summer and ∆ts always positive, while cities 
in seasonally dry regions (e.g., Madrid in Fig 2a) exdd
hibit a concave down curve with peak SUHI in spring 
and ∆ts≤0 during summer/autumn. These trends are 
consistent for both daytime and meanddaily observadd
tions (not shown here) and in line with observations 
reported elsewhere (Bechtel et al. 2019). Despite its 
simplicity, the model captures the major features of 
the observed seasonality of water and energy fluxes 
at the land surface as well as the hysteretic behavdd
iour of ∆ts (Fig. 2b). Model results suggest that, in wet 
climates, the SUHI intensity is largely determined by 
∆Et because rural Et is indphase with radiation; it apdd
proaches potential evapotranspiration (Etmax) and 
maximizes ∆ts during summertime by cooling the 
rural environment. Conversely, in seasonally dry clidd
mates, rainfall is outdofdphase with radiation causing 
water stress and a summertime decrease in rural Et 
that reduces ∆Et to potentially negative values and, 
consequently, ∆ts. Under dry conditions, soil moisdd
ture influences not only latent heat fluxes but also 
surface albedo by modulating the dynamics of leaf 
area index (LAi) in rural areas (see results in Manoli 
et al. 2020). In addition, for such water limited ecodd
systems, rural vegetation is generally of low statdd
ure so that differences in convection efficiency can 
contribute to enhance the cooling of urban surfaces 
(Zhao et al. 2014). This effect, however, depends on 
the threeddimensional structure of urban areas, the 
density of buildings, their mean height, and how all 
these parameters influence surface heat flux efficiendd
cy (e.g. Grimmond and Oke 1999, Li et al 2020). These 
attributes vary significantly among and within cities.

These results demonstrate that the shape of the 
observed hysteretic cycles is fingerprinted in the 
time lags between incoming shortwave radiation, 
temperature and rainfall. In wet climates, Et is not 
water limited and the concave up hysteretic loop is 
mainly due to temperaturedradiation lags. In seasondd
ally dry regions, the shape of hysteresis is modified 
by the radiationdrainfall lag, and the induced water 
stress in the rural areas that generates a concave 
down loop. This confirms the conjecture of a phase 
shift mechanism (Zhou et al. 2013, Zhou et al. 2016a) 
regulated by energy and water availability.

Limitations and perspectives. While the prodd
posed coarsedgrained approach provides a new perdd
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acterized by distinctive hysteretic cycles associated 
with urbandrural phase shift mechanisms generated 
by radiation, temperature, and rainfall seasonality. 
The coarsedgrained approach presented is intenddd
ed to complement, potentially at the preliminardd
ily design stage, more detailed citydspecific studies, 
which remain fundamental to capture the high spadd
tiodtemporal variability of urban characteristics and 
design localdscale heat mitigation strategies. Yet, as 
the science of cities continues to grow, general redd
sults begin to emerge at a “macroscopic” level. Such 
macroscopic results can generate hypotheses about 
connections between mitigation strategies (derived 
empirically or from detailed simulations), climatic 
regimes and city attributes, which is one of the outdd
comes to be explored in future works. 
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Background and context
The WUDAPT effort and framework (Ching et al., 2018) 

based on the Local Climate Zones (LCZ) scheme by Stewart 
and Oke (2012) has been heavily used by the urban climate 
and earth observation communities in recent years. The 
number of global cities being mapped into LCZs is steadidd
ly growing, and is an important prerequisite for others to 
map vast areas such as Europe and the Continental United 
States into LCZs (Demuzere et al., 2019; 2020). This demondd
strates that the communitydbased effort that is the philosodd
phy underlying WUDAPT can lead to great achievements. 
However, very few cities in Africa have yet been mapped, 
something that is rather interesting to see since these cities 
would benefit the most from the WUDAPT efforts. Indeed, 
building resilient cities in Africa will depend on the accesdd
sibility to inexpensive and userdfriendly data gathering 
methods (Acuto et al. 2016). And resilience doesn’t have 
to be constrained to climate resilience. In fact, LCZs offer 
a detailed land use land cover (LULC) classification of cities 
that is primarily of use for climate studies but that can also 
be extended to other types of studies that are sensitive to 
the ways we build our cities. For example, urban health isdd
sues such as the risk of heat stress (eg. Aminarini et al. 2019) 
– a concern which most of the IAUC community is already 
familiar with – or to vectordborne diseases, as suggested in 
Brousse et al. (2019). Indeed, morphological heterogenedd
ities within the urban environment may affect the presence 
of the vector (.e.g. the mosquito), while certain LCZs (e.g., 
LCZ 7, lightweight lowrise or often referred to as informal 
settlements) may explain the vulnerability of certain popudd
lations because of their sociodeconomical dimensions. Still, 
this must be demonstrated.

We therefore decided to address the characteristic (clidd
mate and metad) data scarcity in this part of the world by: 
i) studying the link between LULC characteristics given by 
the LCZ and the urban malaria prevalence of a set of African 
cities; and ii) complementing the existing set of LCZ maps 
in Africa so that a continental mapping may be foreseen. 
To do this, we organized a onedday mapathon event at the 
Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB) on the 29th of October 
2019 with the objective of mapping as many African citdd
ies as possible from the Remote sensing for Epidemiology 
in subdsaharan African CiTies (REACT, http://react.ulb.be/) 
project that aims at improving our understanding of malardd
ia epidemiology within and across different African cities. 
Eighteen participants responded, most of whom were Afridd
can residents doing a GISdtraining at the ULB (Figure 1). 

Teaching LCZ and WUDAPT to beginners in a short 
amount of time

Before the mapathon was held, we provided the pardd
ticipants with the reference literature concerning LCZs and 

Mapping African cities in Local Climate Zones: Reporting on a 
mapathon experience

we asked them to train themselves via the driver test, as the 
HUMINEX 2.0 project (Verdonck et al. 2019) revealed that 
students who took part in this test had significantly higher 
overall accuracies (OA) for their maps compared to those 
who did not. All participants were also given a onedhour 
presentation at the start of the mapathon to sum up all that 
had been sent to them previously. Two persons were also 
present to supervise them during the day if they had any 
questions. 

In the end, all participants were responsible for one city 
where they had to digitize as many LCZ training areas (TA; 
in the form of polygons) as possible. To gain time, as the 
mapathon lasted only one day, participants were not asked 
to map their cities in the SAGA GIS program as proposed by 
Bechtel et al. (2015; 2017). This could impact their sampling 
accuracy, as WUDAPT’s standard LCZ classification workdd
flow (Bechtel et al., 2015) outlines that the development 
of TA and the application of the classifier should be perdd
formed iteratively until there is a good match between the 
classification output and the underlying urban landscape 
(Bechtel et al., 2019). 

Mapping African cities in the form of LCZ
Before feeding the random forest classifier with the newdd

ly gathered training dataset, a preliminary manual revision 
of the TA was done by three experts to make sure that all 
students properly understood the LCZ classification. It was 
found that all the training dataset required some adjustdd
ments. The first verification procedure took about half a 
day for 6 cities to be properly verified. In particular, this step 
made sure that no unrealistic LCZ TA were fed to the model. 
For example, it was not accepted that a polygon sampled 
over a compact urban setting (e.g., compact lowdrise, LCZ 
3) was assigned to an open class (e.g., open lowdrise, LCZ 6). 
Also, we made sure that all polygons fit the WUDAPT mapdd

Figure 1. Participants to the mapathon at ULB digitizing 
training areas over African cities.

http://react.ulb.be/
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ping guidelines proposed by Bechtel et al. (2015). 
Our first verification round made us aware that particidd

pants potentially misunderstood the WUDAPT TA’s samdd
pling method and/or the LCZ scheme. Indeed recurrent 
mistakes were found: i) the set of TA for some LCZ classes 
that were well spread in the cities of interest was not condd
sequent enough or even null; ii) some polygons were too 
small – way below the recommended 1 km2 area; iii) TA of 
the same LCZ class were clustered in space instead of being 
spread across space to capture as many spectral signatures 
as possible from the same LCZ; and iv) unrealistic LCZ classdd
es were sampled – the latter being potentially explained 
by the desire of some participants to find as many LCZs as 

possible, even if not present. Certainly, most of these issues 
would have been avoided if more time was provided to 
map these cities. In fact, this probably affected the ability 
of participants to learn the LCZ scheme and its mapping 
framework, as well as the capacity of the teaching staff to 
make sure that everything was properly understood by the 
participants. Nevertheless, albeit these undesirable outdd
comes, we gathered a consistent number of training polydd
gons over 18 cities in a very short amount of time and with 
a – although subjective – decent quality. Therefore, once 
the first verification step was done, we tested the efficacy of 
this training dataset to map the cities of interest. We fed it 
into the random forest classifier available in Google’s Earth 

Figure 2. Examples of LCZ maps obtained out of the mapathon for Kinshasa Brazzaville and Lagos. Right panels show 
the overall accuracy (OA), the urban only overall accuracy (OAurb), the built-up overall accuracy (OAbu) and the 
weighted accuracy (OAw). The cross-wise LCZ F1 accuracies are also given.
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Engine (Gorelick et al. 2017) following the same method 
and the same earth observation input features developed 
by Demuzere et al. (2019a; 2019b). We evaluate the model 
performance by bootstrapping the random forest model 
25 times using 70% of the data for training and 30% for 
evaluation. Also, the new LCZ W (wetlands) proposed by 
Brousse et al. (2019) was added, as this variable may be of 
importance for explaining malaria prevalence in urban endd
vironments. 

Preliminary results of the mapathon effort
While the first LCZ maps look promising (Fig. 2), systemdd

atic confusions were found across similar LCZs for these 
African cities. More particularly, informal settlements (LCZ7 
– lightweight lowrise) were often confused with compact 
lowdrise (LCZ 3). Also, as some cities do not yet have Google 
Street View for visually interpreting the height of the builddd
ings it may be that some of the confusion that happened 
between lowd, midd and highdrise classes is the result of a 
human induced error in the sampling. Notwithstanding, 
the weighted accuracy as proposed by Bechtel et al. (2017; 
2020), taking into account similarities between different 
LCZ classes, was often higher than 0.7, suggesting an acdd
ceptable mapping accuracy.

However, by learning from previous studies (Bechtel et al. 
2017; Verdonck et al. 2019; Demuzere et al. 2019), we considdd
ered that further improvement in the mapping could be obdd
tained if we would: i) feed the model with more TA, ii) increase 
the quality of the TA, iii) define a protocol for visually differdd
entiating compact lowdrise (LCZ 3) from lightweight lowrise 
(LCZ 7) in Google Earth, and iv) test additional earth observadd
tion features in order to help the model differentiate between 
some LCZ classes in Africa. Since this investigation could have 
been labourdintensive, we focused on specific cities of interest 
that we considered most relevant for the REACT project. We 
chose these based on the availability of accurately geolocaldd
ized malaria surveys in the cities from the mapathon, so that 
only cities where we could conduct a proper evaluation of the 
links between LCZ and the malaria prevalence were retained.

Investigating strategies for improved LCZ mapping in 
Africa

Our final selection consisted of nine cities that were not 
on the WUDAPT portal (Ching et al. 2018): Abidjan (Ivory 
Coast), Accra (Ghana), Dakar (Senegal), Dar Es Salaam (Tandd
zania), Freetown (Sierra Leone), Kampala (Uganda), Kindd
shasa (Democratic Republic of Congo), Lagos (Nigeria) and 
Mombasa (Kenya). First, we defined criteria for accurately 
digitizing LCZ 3 and LCZ 7’s TA. We found that building madd
terials that are observed from above cannot suffice to disdd
cretize one LCZ from another. Indeed, most of the houses 
use iron roofs and even clay for the walls. Still, completely 
different neighborhood typologies are found in LCZ 7. We 
thus considered that LCZ 7 are depicted by their unplanned 
forms and their very high building densities in comparison 
to LCZ 3, where more quadrilateral and open roads netdd
works are found (Figure 3). In particular, heightdtodwidth 
ratios are much higher and building widths are smaller in 
LCZ 7. Second, we added Sentinel 1 Gray Level Codoccurdd
rence Matrix (GLCM) textures with an 11 by 11 window size 
to better capture the heterogeneities of built up surfaces 
(Forget et al. 2018) as well as Sentinel 2 red edge bands to 
improve the mapping of LCZ wetlands (Forkuor et al. 2018; 
Kaplan et al. 2018). Third, we used the same mapping stratdd
egy as previously detailed and we iteratively changed the 
original sets of TA after each evaluation step up until a satdd
isfactory OA of 0.6 was obtained for each city – Bechtel et 
al. (2019) fixed this value to 0.5.

We found that Sentinel 1 GLCM textures could help redd
duce the confusion between some similar urban classes 
while Sentinel 2 red edge bands may help discretizing wetdd
lands (LCZ W) that were often confused as dense trees (LCZ 
A) or water (LCZ W). Nevertheless, these conclusions will 
have to be studied in detail before further recommendadd
tions be given to the IAUC community in terms of choice of 
the earth observation dataset for mapping LCZ. Additiondd
ally, four iterative steps were necessary before reaching the 
minimum OA of 0.6 (Figure 4). This means that one person 

Figure 3.  Examples of different urban LCZ locations in Dar Es Salaam (Tanzania), Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso) and Kam--
pala (Uganda): compact low-rise (LCZ 3) in red, open low-rise (LCZ 6) in orange and lightweight lowrise (LCZ 7)in yellow.
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had to work full time on the digitizing of the TAs for 10 full 
working days for accurately mapping nine cities, giving an 
idea of the time that is normally required to obtain an acdd
curate map. 

Lessons learned and future perspectives
Although the mapathon effort provided us with a subdd

stantial amount of TA per city, which had the merit to be 
sampled by African citizens, the quality of the product was 
not yet sufficient to foresee a continental mapping of Africa. 
A substantial amount of additional work was thus required 
by experts familiar with the LCZ digitization process and 
mapping procedure. Lessons learned from this mapathon 
are in line with the conclusions from the HUMINEX experidd

ments (Bechtel et al. 2017; Verdonck 2019): 
1) An iterative learning is required to obtain LCZ maps 

of good quality. Indeed, our mapathon asked participants 
to sample a huge quantity of TA in a very short period, 
without checking if the model was accurately responding 
to their TA sampling. This offered less chance to the pardd
ticipants to learn from their previous mistakes, even if the 
teaching staff was monitoring every participant throughdd
out the whole day.

2) The ‘wisdom of the crowd’ is of added value. Each pardd
ticipant had a different city to map, which might have predd
vented some exchanges from happening between them. 
Still, some participants helped each other but these exdd
changes were rather limited. Probably, improved TAs could 

Figure 4. Examples of LCZ maps obtained after reworking the data gathered during the mapathon for Kinshasa, Braz--
zaville and Lagos. Right panels show the overall accuracy (OA), the urban only overall accuracy (OAurb), the built-up 
overall accuracy (OAbu) and the weighted accuracy (OAw). The cross-wise LCZ F1 accuracies are also given. 
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have been obtained if participants could have worked 
more collectively.

3) The driving test helps participants. All participants 
took the time to do the driving test and ended up feeling 
confident about their understanding of the LCZ. Nonethedd
less, as they were not given a second chance to learn from 
their mistakes some learning biases crystalized through the 
whole mapathon.

4) Major confusions are found between compact lowd
rise (LCZ 3) and lightweight lowrise (LCZ 7) despite our efdd
fort to define criteria for accurately digitizing their TA. We 
also found confusions between open lowdrise (LCZ 6) and 
sparsely built (LCZ 9). 

In the end, we managed to produce nine maps of major 
African cities that will be made public on the WUDAPT pordd
tal (Figure 5). Across these nine cities, we observed a spatial 
clustering of the LCZ that can be summed up as follows: 
an old planned and dense urbanization in the city center 
(LCZ 3), surrounded by more recent, densified and uncondd
trolled urbanization (LCZ 7) that opens towards the suburdd
ban areas (LCZ 6 and LCZ 9). Of course, we found other urdd
ban LCZ – e.g. compact and open middrise (LCZ 2 and 5) in 
business districts, or large lowrise (LCZ 8) in industrial areas 
and heavy industry (LCZ 10) in chemical harbors – but their 
spatial clustering is not as easily drawn up. 

Further, we would like to encourage the members from 

Figure 5. Final LCZ maps obtained for the REACT project that will be made publicly available on the WUDAPT portal.
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the IAUC community to get involved in the mapping of African 
cities to pursue a continental mapping that would compledd
ment some other recently made LULC maps over the contidd
nent (e.g., ESA Sentinel Africa map (Lesiv et al., 2017)). In fact, 
these LCZ maps can already serve urban climate studies and 
modelling to be done in these regions, as Brousse et al. (2020) 
demonstrated over Kampala (Uganda).
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Introduction

CH4 is the seconddmost prevalent GHG emitted by hudd
man activities (Allen et al., 2018; Etminan et al., 2016; Myhre 
et al., 2013). It is estimated to have a global warming podd
tential (GWP) that is 28 to 34 times larger than that of CO2 
over the 100dyear horizon (IPCC, 2013). After experiencing 
a nearly constant CH4 concentration (total amount of CH4 
in the atmosphere) from 1999 to 2006, CH4 concentrations 
have started to increase again (Nisbet et al., 2019; Saunois 
et al., 2016). The reasons for the renewed growth are not 
fully understood; fossil fuel CH4 emissions are largely undd
derestimated (Schwietzke et al., 2016) and could play a madd
jor role in the increase (Hausmann et al., 2016; Worden et 
al., 2017). Natural gas is a growing source of energy, but 
its unwanted release into the atmosphere is a significant 
component of anthropogenic CH4 emissions (McKain et al., 
2015; Schwietzke et al., 2014), and its reduction may be esdd
sential for attaining the goal of the Paris agreement.

So far, large festivals are just considered as emission 
sources for air pollutants such as nitrogen oxides (NOx), 
carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter (PM2.5, PM10) 
sulfur dioxide (SO2), etc. (Huang et al., 2012; Nishanth et al., 
2012; Shi et al., 2014). However, up to now, festivals have 
not been considered a significant source of CH4 emissions 
and accordingly, CH4 emissions from large festivals have 
not yet been studied.

That is why we investigated the CH4 emission of Oktodd
berfest, the world’s largest folk festival with over 6 million 
visitors annually that is held in Munich. In 2018, during 
the 16 days of Oktoberfest, approximately 8 million liters 
of beer was consumed. For cleaning, dish washing, toilet 
flushing, etc., 107 million liters of water was needed. The 
use of energy added up to 2.9 million kWh of electricity and 

How time-limited events such as Oktoberfest 
contribute to the global CH4 budget

this article summarizes a recently published paper and related work: Chen, J., Dietrich, F., Maazallahi, H., Forstmaier, A., 
Winkler, D., Hofmann, M. E. G., Denier van der Gon, H., and Röckmann, T. (2020) Methane emissions from the Munich 

Oktoberfest, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 20, 3683–3696 (https://doi.org/10.5194/acpd20d3683d2020)

Scientists at the technical university of Munich figured out that the methane (Ch4) concentrations in Munich are significantnn
ly increasing during the time of the annual oktoberfest. With the help of a greenhouse gas (GhG) observation network using 
stationary ftir instruments they found for the first time in 2017 that oktoberfest is an unknown emission source of methane. 
Since then they have been studying the Ch4 emissions of the festival for three years. With the help of in situ measurements 
combined with a Gaussian plume dispersion model, they determined the emission flux of oktoberfest as (6.7 ± 0.6) µg(m²s)n1. 
Additional analysis such as isotopic composition, correlations to the visitor number and the daily emission cycle show that 
the emissions are mainly not biogenic but anthropogenic. the most likely source of the unwanted loss of Ch4 to the atmonn
sphere are incomplete combustions of natural gas from the grills and heaters that are widely used at oktoberfest. the study 
shows that timenlimited events, which use natural gas as a major energy source, can have a significant contribution to the 
global Ch4 budget and, therefore, should be considered in future emission inventories and mitigation policies.

200,937 m3 of natural gas, 79% of which was used for cookdd
ing and 21% for heating (Stadt München, 2018).

During our measurement campaign in 2017, we figured 
out for the first time that the Munich Oktoberfest could be 
a significant source of CH4. For a better source attribution 
and a quantitative emission assessment, we have investidd
gated the CH4 emissions from Oktoberfest 2018 and 2019 
by carrying out mobile in situ measurements and incorpodd
rating a Gaussian plume dispersion model. The methods 
used as well as the results are summarized in this article.

Methods
The measurements during our 2017 Munich city camdd

paign indicated Oktoberfest as a possible source for CH4 
for the first time using our grounddbased GHG sensor netdd
work that is based on the principle of differential column 
measurements (Chen et al., 2016). With the help of 5 stadd
tions that are distributed in and around Munich (Dietrich et 
al., 2020; 2019; Dietrich and Chen, 2018; Heinle and Chen, 
2018) we observed higher CH4 enhancements in the whole 
city during the Oktoberfest time in comparison to before 
and after. With the help of a Bayesian inversion model that 
is driven by STILT we were able to show that most of the 
CH4 emissions came from the Oktoberfest site itself and 
are not only caused by the high number of visitors who are 
present in Munich at that time (Chen et al., 2018).

In order to quantify the emissions of the Oktoberfest 
premises more in detail, we went closer to the festival 
premises in 2018. There, we conducted a mobile survey 
around the perimeter of Oktoberfest to obtain the CH4 condd
centration values around the festival area (Theresienwiese) 
and incorporated a Gaussian plume model consisting of 
16 different point sources to determine the CH4 emission 
strength.

https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-20-3683-2020
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We conducted mobile in situ measurements using two 
portable Picarro GasScouter G4302 instruments for meadd
suring CH4 and ethane (C2H6). Since we were not allowed 
to enter the festival area due to safety concerns, the meadd
surements were carried out by walking and biking in total 
94 times around the perimeter of Oktoberfest next to the 
security fences, wearing the analyzer as a backpack. The 
measurements were taken on several days during and after 
the time of the festival to compare the differences in emisdd
sion strength and distribution. Additionally, to observe the 
hourly dependency of the emissions, the measurements 
were distributed over the course of the day. In the end, we 
covered the period between 08:00 and 19:00 (local time) 
hourly.

The framework of our modeling approach is based on 
a Gaussian plume model described in (Hanna et al., 1982; 
Sutton Oliver Graham and Simpson George Clarke, 1932) 
and widely used to assess local source emissions (Chen et 
al., 2017; Kiemle et al., 2017; Nassar et al., 2017; Yacovitch 
et al., 2018). As the concentration measurements using 
the backpack instrument were performed close to the 
festival area (<500 m), the emissions of Oktoberfest candd
not be seen as a single point source. Accordingly, multiple 
point sources were used, which were modeled as Gaussian 
plumes before they were superimposed. To determine an 
emission number of Oktoberfest, we fitted these superimdd
posed modelled plumes to the actual measurement signal 
by scaling a prior emission number so that the areas underdd
neath both plumes are identical (see Figure 1). 

In 2019, the mobile in situ measurements were repeated. 
This time, we focused more on the source attribution as we 
were allowed to enter the festival premises with our instrudd
ments, which made it possible for us to search for emission 
hotspots. Furthermore, a CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamdd
ics) model (TojadSilva et al., 2018; 2017) was developed to 
simulate the gas dispersion within and around the terrain. 

Results
The measured CH4 concentrations were plotted for each 

round on a map of the Oktoberfest premises to show that 
there is a clear correlation between the wind directions 
and the enhancements. These plots do not show the abdd
solute concentration values but the enhancements above 
the determined background concentrations, because the 
enhancements are not influenced by the variation of the 
boundary layer height during the course of the day. Two 
such plots for two different wind directions are shown in 
Figure 2. In addition to the concentration enhancements 
and the wind direction, the 16 emission sources are shown 
as black dots on top of each tent. The Gaussian plumes 
themselves are also represented as orange plumes. These 
two plots reveal that the highest concentration enhancedd
ments can be observed downwind of the Oktoberfest 
premises.

 In order to determine an averaged emission number, we 
averaged the emission numbers of all plumes that we obdd

tained by scaling the prior emission number until the area 
underneath the measured and modelled plume was identidd
cal. It results in an overall number of (6.7 ± 0.6) µg (m2s)−1. 
The uncertainty is calculated by varying the input paramdd
eters such as instrument, wind and baseline uncertainty.

To verify whether the ongoing festival caused those 
emissions, Figure 3 also shows the emissions determined 
for the time after Oktoberfest (from 8 October through 25 
October). This number (1.1±0.3) µg (m2s)−1 is significantly 
smaller than the one during Oktoberfest.

Figure 3 (bottom) also shows a clear difference in the 
weekend and weekday emissions. The average emission 
for the weekend (8.5±0.7) µg (m2s)−1 is higher than the 
averaged emission for the weekdays (4.6±0.9) µg (m2s)−1, 
almost by a factor of 2. This correlates very well with the 
twice as high number of visitors on weekends compared 
to weekdays (muenchen.de, 2018). Such a correlation indidd
cates that the CH4 emissions are anthropogenic.

Further analysis including calculations about biogenic hudd
man emissions and sewage emissions results in the concludd
sion that the majority of CH4 emissions at Oktoberfest are 
caused by fossil fuel emissions such as small leakages and 
incomplete combustion in the gas appliances used.

In order to verify these assumptions, in 2019 we went 
closer to the sources and additionally measured the isotodd
pic composition (δ13C and δD) as well as the methane/ethdd
ane ratio of the exhaust gas using airdsampling bags (Chen 
et al., 2020). The results of this campaign are still in progress 
and will be published in a followdup study soon. The predd
liminary results suggests that our assumption was correct; 
the high enhancements of CH4 are caused by unwanted 
loss of natural gas into the atmosphere. 

Conclusion
Our study is the first one that deals with the CH4 emisdd

sions of a big festival. We investigated Oktoberfest as it is 

Figure 1. Measurement curve (blue) with the a priori for--
ward model (orange) and the scaled forward model (yel--
low).
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the world’s largest folk festival and a CH4 source that had 
not yet been taken into account in the statedofdthedart 
emission inventories.

The emissions are directly correlated to the number of 
visitors and are very likely caused by fossil fuel based emisdd
sions such as incomplete combustion or loss in the gas apdd
pliances. This assumption is supported by isotopic analyses 
of the gas that is exhausted at the festival premises.  

Our approach is comparatively straightforward and can 
be applied widely to several emission sources such as small 
cow barns, uncovered heaps in landfills, or wetlands made 
of groups of ponds and swamps, etc.

In summary, this study uses Oktoberfest as an exemplary 
event to show, for the first time, that large festivals can be 
significant CH4 emitters. Therefore, these events should be 
included in future emission inventories. Furthermore, our 
results provide the foundation to develop reduction polidd
cies for such events and a new pathway to mitigate fossil 
fuel CH4 emissions.
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Remembering the life and times of Baruch Givoni (1920d2019) 

would last for over 20 years.
Shortly after his graduation in 1953, Givoni became indd

spired by David BendGurion, Israel’s first prime minister, to 
head southward and settle the Negev desert. He went to 
work for the Ministry of Housing in the dusty city of Beerd
Sheva − but through a chance encounter was invited 
back to Haifa by his former professor Rahel Shalon, who 
informed him that she had just become the founding 
director of the new Building Research Station (BRS) and 
needed an assistant. While Givoni’s boss in BeerdSheva was 
sorry to lose his talented young architect, he sent Baruch 
off with some parting words that would influence him for 
the next half century: “You were born for research.”

Indeed Givoni thrived in his new role as a researcher, 
and in 1958 Prof. Shalon asked him to head a new labodd
ratory that she was establishing for “Building Climatoldd
ogy.” Belying a sense of modesty that never left him, 
Baruch accepted the offer because he was fascinated by 
the topic − but admitted that he knew virtually nothing 
about it.  In order to remedy this problem he was sent for 
training in the US, where he joined the national research 
laboratory of the American Society of Heating and Ventidd
lating Engineers (ASHVE, later merged into ASHRAE). The 
lab could not offer him work on building climatology, 
but did have ongoing research on human physiology – 
except that the physiologist was temporarily absent and 
he would have to work alone. It was thus a confluence of 
circumstances that led Givoni to embark on a period of 
selfdtraining and independent experimentation into the 
effects of temperature, humidity, wind and radiation on 
human thermal comfort under hot conditions.

Baruch Givoni was born one hundred years ago in 
Jerusalem. At a young age he moved with his family to 
the coastal town of Haifa, home of the Technion – where 
he would later receive a professional degree from the 
lone faculty of architecture in the newly formed state of 
Israel. His career would not be conventional, however, 
and fifty years ago he published a book that would usher 
in a new field of scientific endeavor − the rigorous study 
of the relationship between man, climate and architecdd
ture. This year, he passed on the legacy of a man whose 
name is synonymous with that field. 

While data points such as these tell us little on their 
own, it is data that drove Baruch Givoni. His hunger for 
precise information and his ability to turn empirical data 
into a fuller story are what led him to carry out pioneerdd
ing experiments in environmental physiology, to dedd
velop universally recognized models describing human 
thermal stress and adaptive comfort, and to provide the 
bioclimatic design tools necessary for making buildings 
more efficient and cities more habitable.

“Born for research”
Aside from his insatiable curiosity and lifelong persisdd

tence, Givoni’s career trajectory was guided to a large 
extent by circumstance and sheer luck. Initially he had 
no intention of studying architecture – but due to his 
selfdprofessed love for plants and flowers, he was drawn 
to the field of garden design, having worked in his youth 
as a gardener and even codfounding an agricultural comdd
munity (kibbutz). Since at the time there was no suitable 
program in landscape design, he decided to pursue a 
degree in architecture − which in turn would lead to a 
career at the Technion d Israel Institute of Technology that 

Man
Climate 
& Architecture

Photo above courtesy of Wolfgang Motzafi-Haller, BGU
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Between environmental physiology and building 
climatology

These experiments proved successful, and sparked Gidd
voni’s fascination with “environmental physiology”– a field 
that was entirely outside the realm of architectural educadd
tion and practice, but in his opinion the perfect compledd
ment to building design adapted to human needs. Based 
on this success, he was accepted for a master’s degree in 
public health under the supervision of Harwood S. Belddd
ing, a noted professor at the University of Pittsburgh who 
had dealt previously with problems of physical work in 
adverse environments at the Harvard Fatigue Laboratory 
and as director of the US Army Climate Research Lab.

The focus of Givoni’s analysis was the key issue of 
“sweat efficiency” – that is, the limiting effect of humidity 
and other environmental variables on the human body’s 
ability to cool itself through evaporation and to maintain 
thermal equilibrium under warm conditions. In a more 
general sense, however, he internalized the important undd
derstanding that thermal comfort could not be described 
by a single parameter such as temperature – rather it redd
quired an understanding of the complete balance of endd
ergy exchanges between the body and its surroundings.

This collaboration with Belding, who recognized the pidd
oneering nature of Givoni’s experimental work and grantdd
ed him firstdauthor rights on their 1962 publication at the 
First International Congress of BiodMeteorology, provided 
him a bridge to international stature in an emerging sciendd
tific community. Bringing his experience and newdfound 
notoriety back to the BRS Building Climatology Lab in Isdd
rael, Givoni now had at his disposal a dedicated climate 
chamber which could serve his experimental interests in 
both physiology and climatology. The central question 
preoccupying him seemed simple: How much sweat must 
evaporate in order to sufficiently cool the body? But the 
ability to model this process, in a way that would faithdd
fully reflect the body’s internal mechanisms as well as the 
full range of microclimatic variables in a given location, 
required not only empirical data but also a deeper level of 
scrutiny. He took his question to the medical faculty of the 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem − and buoyed by a wave 
of interest (and funding) from the US regarding occupadd
tional health and from Israel regarding building construcdd
tion, he was promptly accepted for a PhD in public health 
that would bridge these challenges.

The doctoral dissertation that appeared in 1963 (spondd
sored by UNESCO, with an English translation published 
by the BRS) was entitled “Estimation of the Effect of Clidd
mate on Man: Development of a New Thermal Index.” 
What he developed was the Index of Thermal Stress (ITS), 
and in this work Givoni became the first to demonstrate 
that sweat efficiency decreases as soon as the evaporadd
tive rate required to keep the human body’s heat balance 

in a steady state reaches 20% of the maximal evaporative 
power. The ITS was considered to be the most compredd
hensive index developed for evaluating heat stress in 
buildings, and its use was eventually extended for outdd
door urban spaces as well. More importantly, the concept 
of “thermal stress” came to encapsulate Givoni’s efforts 
at connecting human beings with both their natural and 
constructed environment. “Because of this connection,” 
he mentioned casually fifty years later, “my first book was 
called Man, Climate and Architecture.”

Man, Climate and Architecture
Givoni’s first book would become a worldwide bestd

seller, but this too was creditable in part to a converdd
gence of circumstances that would play out over the 
course of the 1960s and early 70s. As head of the BRS 
Department of Indoor Climate – the “first permanent 
research body in Israel to be fully engaged in questions 
of building and climate” – Givoni leveraged his varied 
experience in architecture, physiology and climatology 
toward solving practical problems in the built environdd
ment. Central among these were the problem of condd
densation in buildings during the winter due to a lack of 
thermal insulation, and the overheating of these same 
buildings in summer. His work thus focused on design 
considerations such as optimal orientation for sun and 
wind, and the thermal and optical properties of building 
materials – but he easily connected these issues with the 
evaluation of inhabitants’ biophysical comfort. 

With a strong desire to see the results of his work 
translated into actual design practice, he also headed 
the national committee established to develop a nationdd
al standard for building insulation. In fact throughout his 
career he struggled to implement what he believed to 
be the fundamentals of climatic design in hotdarid redd
gions, including proper window placement and shading 

Givoni in 1968 at the meteorological station of Eilat, de--
ploying an experimental model for studying the “cooling 
of houses in desert regions by utilizing outgoing radia--
tion.” Source: Building Research Station Dept. of Building 
Climatology and Israel Ministry of Housing, courtesy of 
Or Aleksandrowicz.

https://journals.physiology.org/doi/pdf/10.1152/jappl.1979.46.3.522
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360132306001508#bib28
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360132306001508#bib28
https://www.familysounds.co.il/2017/06/29/givoni/
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in late december 2012, i was fortunate to interview Baruch Givoni at his home in tel Aviv as part of my docnn
toral research on the history of building climatology in israel. Givoni was almost 93 years old at the time, but 
nevertheless he was energetic, sharp, and talkative – which made him a perfect interviewee. he told me about 
the almost accidental way in which he became a building scientist and an expert on thermal comfort in a mannn
ner that expressed a genuine sense of modesty. despite being a central driving force behind the revolution in 
bioclimatic building research in israel and beyond during the 1960s and 1970s, Givoni refrained from referring 
to his professional work in revolutionary terms and described it as a process of piecemeal expansions. 

this was also a result of Givoni’s attitude towards research: as he told me, he thought that thorough and 
exhaustive empirical monitoring of realnworld conditions and situations is the best way of understanding the 
human component of climatic design. in his eyes, human beings cannot conform to deterministic and simplified 
models, and, therefore, a researcher must look for the physical differences and cultural preferences that shape 
our changing perceptions of indoor and outdoor climatic conditions. 

As a whole, Givoni seemed to me then quite content with his lifenlong achievements. Nevertheless, one issue still 
troubled him after all these years: the almost total indifference of architects to the expanding body of knowledge 
that he and his colleagues had been building for decades. here, and for the only time during our meeting, Givoni 
expressed deep frustration and astonishment, as if the illnmindedness of architects towards climatic considernn
ations is such a force of nature that nobody, not even the most clever of scientists, can make it change course.   

— or Aleksandrowicz, technion n israel institute of technology

and the combined use of thermal mass and insulation for 
maximizing the effectiveness of cooling by night ventidd
lation. At the core, however, was decisiondmaking based 
on critical analysis: he believed in building theories based 
on experimental research, and if necessary discarding acdd
cepted dictums if the results contradicted them.

By the late 1960s his local efforts had borne fruit, gendd
erating a “reliable and accessible knowledge base for 
understanding the climatic implications of architectural 
design in Israel.”1 In 1968 Givoni and his team summadd
rized this work in a report which surveyed the crucial 
elements of climate, presented the concept of thermal 
comfort and the application of a bioclimatic chart for 
thermal comfort analysis, described the thermal properdd
ties of building materials, and provided specific design 
recommendations for the different climatic zones in Isdd
rael. Although its focus was on the formulation of simple 
guidelines for local designers, this practical guide to clidd
matic building design and the years’ worth of research 
underlying it were about to have global implications.

In the same year the report was published, Givoni redd
turned to the US for a sabbatical leave that would prove 
to be a turning point for his career and what it came to 
represent. He spent the first part of this period at the 
University of California in Berkeley, a focal point of the 

turbulence stemming from heightened environmental 
and social awareness and particularly from the war ragdd
ing in southeast Asia, and for the second part he moved 
to the US army’s research lab for environmental medidd
cine and exercise physiology in Natick, Massachusetts. 
Performing experiments with young volunteers, who in 
his words “preferred suffering in a climate chamber than 
in Vietnam”, Givoni discovered the remarkable capacdd
ity of the human body to adapt to thermal stress, as its 
physiological mechanisms adjusted to better cope with 
extreme heat and humidity after each day of physical 
training.

In the midst of this tumultuous period, Givoni received 
an invitation from a British book publisher. It turned out 
that the model of human thermal stress which he had 
developed in his doctoral thesis, together with his extendd
sive practical work on building climatology, were considdd
ered of ample importance to justify a volume that would 
be marketed to a general audience. The first edition of 

1 For a detailed account of Givoni’s early career, see: Alekdd
sandrowicz O. (2017) Appearance and performance: Isdd
raeli building climatology and its effect on local architecdd
tural practice (1940–1977). Architectural Science review, 
60:5, 371d381. (DOI: 10.1080/00038628.2017.1354812)

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00038628.2017.1354812
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Man, Climate and Architecture appeared in 1969, and in 
June 1970 it was reviewed by Charles Senn in the Amerinn
can Journal of Public health. Senn explained that the 
book was “written by an international authority on man’s 
thermal environment, with special reference to hot clidd
mates in regions where mechanical air conditioning is 
not generally available,” and emphasized how Givoni 
“gives a comprehensive explanation of the mechanisms 
of heat generation and loss from the human body [and] 
concludes that the most valid method for evaluating 
combined metabolic and environmental factors is the 
‘Index of Thermal Stress’ (ITS), which enables predicting 
resultant physiological strain.” And in describing what 
the book had to offer readers at large, he concluded: 

“While a significant part of the book is of special value 
to architects practicing in hot climates, much of the 
book is of value and interest to all who are interested 
in man’s response to the indoor environment.”    

While endorsements like this surely helped to promote 
Givoni’s work, it was a set of much larger, external circumdd
stances that would propel the book to its iconic status. In 
1973 the western world experienced firstdhand what enerdd
gy scarcity and overdreliance on fossil fuels might look like, 
when the oil embargo and ensuing “energy crisis” brought 
concepts such as passive solar architecture into the maindd
stream. Givoni revised and expanded his text for a second 
(1976) edition, engaging a wider public in his vision of a 
relationship between climate and architecture that placed 
the human being − with all its physiological workings − 
at center stage. Instead of a focus on the prevailing trend 
towards more sophisicated air conditioning technology, 
this vision channeled scientific knowledge toward technodd
logical simplification, integrating selfdcooling mechanisms 
into the building itself through climatedresponsive design. 
He promoted the climatization of buildings by “natural endd
ergies,” exploiting not only incident solar radiation for pasdd
sive heating but also passive cooling mechanisms such as 
nocturnal airflow for ventilation and rooftop evaporation 
for minimizing heat gain. Givoni’s book not only anticidd
pated the urgency of energy conservation, it provided a 
scientific basis for energydefficient architecture.

It was also in 1973 that Givoni became a professor at 
the Technion, in addition to his ongoing work as head 
of the Building Climatology Department at the BRS. But 
the publication of his landmark book had opened doors 
around the world, and he was promptly invited to teach 
for three months each year at the Architecture and Urdd
ban Design Department of the University of California in 
Los Angeles. After a few years, though, a set of circumdd
stances prevented him from continuing this arrangedd
ment with UCLA from his base at the Technion – so he 
instead took up a position at BendGurion University of 
the Negev, and headed back to the desert.

Desert architecture and urban planning

Having heeded David BendGurion’s call 25 years earlier 
to help “make the desert bloom,” this time Givoni joined 
in founding an entirely new kind of research endeavor − 
the Blaustein Institute for Desert Research at BGU’s Sede 
Boqer campus. The institute’s mandate was to carry out 
scientific research directed toward the development of 
arid regions, and Professor Givoni headed up a new group 
dedicated to solar buildings and energy conservation. The 
desert further sparked his interest in passive heating and 
cooling, and the remote site allowed for experimentation 
that would have been impractical within the confines of 
a conventional campus. He constructed experimental 
test buildings to systematically examine climatic design 
parameters and monitor the performance of lowdenergy 
systems, and he built earthdsheltered domes to analyze 
the short and longdterm effects of dry and wet soil on 
a building’s thermal inertia. Most importantly, he docudd
mented a remarkable collection of ongoing experiments 
and ideas for future work that would inspire researchers 
in Desert Architecture for decades to come − leading to 
innovations in evaporative downddraft cool towers, night 
sky radiant cooling systems, and hybrid rooftop systems 
employing shade, soil and water. In fact Givoni’s later 
work with test cells was featured as a prime illustration 
of the principles of experimental research in Groat and 
Wang’s 2002 textbook, Architectural research Methods 
(and its second edition in 2013).

Throughout this period he continued his partdtime asdd
sociation with UCLA, and in 1985 it became permanent. 
Nearing retirement age but not nearly ready to retire, Prof. 
Givoni moved to southern California and launched yet 
another “new” career, imparting his accumulated knowldd
edge to students in disciplines ranging from physics to 
architecture. It was also during this period that his attendd
tion shifted significantly from individual building systems 
to the larger systems of streets, neighborhoods and cities 
(having published in 1973 an analysis of “the influence of 

In the early 1980s Givoni’s experiments at the Institute for 
Desert Research included an earth-sheltered dome, which 
continues to house residents and harbor vegetation.

https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/pdf/10.2105/AJPH.60.6.1169-a
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00038628.1993.9696727
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0378778895009442
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/233091534_A_Radiative_Cooling_System_Using_Water_as_a_Heat_Exchange_Medium
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037877880700179X
https://nexosarquisucr.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/architecturalresearchmethods-groat_wang.pdf
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When i first arrived at the Sede Boqer campus of Ben 
Gurion university in 1986, Givoni had already left for the 
greener pastures of uCLA, where he taught until his renn
tirement. outside my office window, however, i could see 
an array of test cells, which he had constructed to experinn
ment with his ideas for passive cooling. in an adjacent 
room, he had constructed a bespoke piece of furniture 
where an intertec ‘Superbrain’ computer found a place 
of honor – but which had by then been replaced by early 
model iBM PCs. As my own research developed, i found 
that no matter where i turned, i was walking in Givoni’s 
footsteps: nocturnal radiant cooling, evaporative coolnn
ing, earthnsheltered buildings – he had studied them all. 

i can remember vividly the day when we covered with soil an experimental dome structure he had designed, 
watching the tractor climb successively higher as the thin concrete shell was loaded with more and more earth, 
until it was perched at the very top, over three meters above the ground. it still seems hard to believe that the 
fragilenlooking structure supported the heavy machinery, but not only was it structurally sound – the building, 
which we monitored in summer and winter, performed exactly as Givoni had predicted it would. 

When, eventually, i started working on urban microclimate, i discovered that he had authored a WMo report 
published in 1989 called “urban design in different Climates”. Although this publication has remained relatively 
obscure, many of his concepts and ideas, based mainly on a keen sense of observation, are supported by renn
search conducted by others many years, sometimes decades later. 

When Givoni finally retired from uCLA and returned to israel, he remained a soughtnafter speaker and guest 
lecturer, especially in countries with warm humid climates such as Mexico, Brazil and hong Kong. researchers 
from these countries meeting me for the first time, upon learning that i am from israel, almost invariably ask of 
him. And small wonder: well into his late eighties, he would call me every once in a while to ask for new experinn
mental data from some project, or graphs and figures he could use in yet another book he was working on.  At 
an age when most people have long since given up academic work, he was still bubbling with ideas, travelling 
around the world and expounding on his research.

once news of Baruch Givoni’s passing began to circulate, i received several messages of condolence from colnn
leagues who knew him: a tribute to the affection he generated and the high regard with which he was held by 
so many people.

— Evyatar Erell, BennGurion university of the Negev

urban features on city climate”). While others were already 
studying the dynamics of the nocturnal urban heat island 
(UHI) effect, Givoni was mainly focused on hot conditions 
during the daytime − inspired by the dense urban fabric 
of traditional Mediterranean cities and the radiative “cool 
islands” created by deep shading and thermal inertia.

In 1989, the same year that the first International Condd
ference on Urban Climate was held in Japan, the WMO 
entrusted Givoni with the preparation of a World Climate 
Programme report entitled “Urban Design in Different 
Climates,” in which he outlined a virtual roadmap of the 
emerging field of urban climatology. This volume began 
by describing the urban climate and its distinctive chardd
acteristics, with a focus on previously neglected tropical 
cities, and continued with practical recommendations 
regarding physical planning features ranging from urban 
density and street width to particular housing types and 
green spaces. Finally, it took the “bioclimatic approach” 

that had been developed for architectural design and 
applied it to cities as well, detailing the different urban 
design strategies that may be leveraged in geographic 
regions characterized by hotdarid, hotdhumid, composite 
and hybrid climate regimes. In the next decade, two more 
books were added to Givoni’s body of work: Passive and 
Low Energy Cooling of Buildings in 1994, and Climate Connn
siderations in Building and urban design in 1998.

The “Givoni” Bioclimatic Chart 
Already in his 1969 book, Givoni had proposed a 

method to determine thermal comfort requirements in 
buildings based on the Index of Thermal Stress, and to 
graphically depict different design strategies for creatdd
ing comfortable conditions in a particular region. Over 
the ensuing decades this design tool, his version of the 
popular “bioclimatic chart”, came to be known as the “Gidd
voni diagram.” 
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Baruch was inspirational to me as a young researcher 
back in the early 2000s. he was over 80 years old when i 
first met him in florianópolis, Brazil (PLEA 2001) and i was 
surprised to see him showing interest in a dataset with innn
door and outdoor temperatures i had collected with a fornn
mer MSc student on lowncost dwellings in Curitiba, Brazil. 
i did not hesitate in sending him the data and soon after 
that i got a full analysis with his predictive methods for 
those houses. he invited me to prepare joint papers for difnn
ferent conferences and journals, and i invited him over to 
Brazil (with limited research budget) for a course on bionn
climatic architecture. he told me about the research team 
in Sede Boqer, and through a meeting with isaac Meir at 
the PLEA Conference in Santiago, Chile i was able to arrange a visit to israel. in this way, an important connection 
was made through Baruch − starting a fruitful collaboration with colleagues in israel, particularly during my stay 
at Sede Boqer (pictured here) during 2005n2006 when i became close friends with david Pearlmutter and we ran 
field experiments together on the same grounds where Baruch had done his. until 2010n2011 Baruch and i were 
still collaborating on research, and occasionally i would meet him at international conferences − though even 
more often other colleagues would ask me about him, as his reputation always drew interest.

When Baruch came to Curitiba i invited him to my house and took him on a sightseeing tour, which was later 
reciprocated when i came to visit him in haifa, israel in 2015 and he showed me the Bahai gardens and the Gernn
man neighborhood. i was always amazed by his friendliness and perhaps a “fatherly” attitude towards me. it puznn
zled me that he would show interest and curiosity in researchers and research groups in emerging economies and 
developing countries, so much so that he seemed to me like a missionary − working with other LatinnAmerican 
colleagues such as my friend Eduardo González from the university of zulia, Venezuela, with whom we worked 
together in the last few years of our collaboration. the modesty and respect he showed us, even though we were 
still “little fish” in research, was also part of his special gifts. 

for all that, he became a role model to me, not just because of his knowledge, but for his behavior and attitude, 
for the way he would hug us and put on a friendly smile when meeting us, for the natural way he would describe 
complex phenomena, and for his curiosity and enthusiasm, which should actually be required characteristics of 
any researcher. 

 — Eduardo Krüger, universidade tecnológica federal do Paraná

Givoni’s approach was based on the observation that 
the diurnal fluctuation of outdoor air temperature is highdd
er when the vapor pressure is low − and that this inverse 
relationship is the key to “passively” reducing temperature 
indoors. Using average monthly temperature and humiddd
ity values, his “climogram” traces the bioclimatic characterdd
istics of a site on a psychrometric chart and then identidd
fies not only the zone of comfort, but ways of enlarging it 
through cooling techniques that incorporate natural vendd
tilation, thermal mass, night ventilation and evaporation. 
Especially after his 1992 article entitled “Comfort, climate 
analysis and building design guidelines,” Givoni’s bioclidd
matic chart became ubiquitous in schools of architecture 
and has been frequently adapted to specific climatic condd
ditions around the world. In fact in the midd1970s he visdd
ited Brazil and adapted his climate chart for tropical and 
subtropical areas, gaining a loyal following in South Amerdd
ica and returning over the years to Argentina, Venezuela 
and Chile – with extended periods in Australia as well.

Givoni’s “Climogram” as applied to the humid climates of 
Argentina, with the comfort zone extended by passive 
bioclimatic design strategies.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/037877889290047K
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baruch_Givoni
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Traveling the world as a visiting professor, Givoni was 
repeatedly impressed by the capacity of local people 
to adapt to different levels of heat stress, and especially 
humidity. A climatological journey that had taken him to 
the arid Negev highlands of southern Israel and the mild 
southern pacific coast of the US also led to the humid tropdd
ical cities of southeast Asia, where he collaborated and 
consulted in Japan, Thailand, Singapore and Hong Kong. 
Leaving UCLA in 2002, he returned to Israel and began 
collaboration with climatologists from Tel Aviv University, 
and also was invited to share his knowledge with a new 
generation of building and urban climatologists at the 
School of Architecture of the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong (CUHK) – a recurring engagement that became yet 
another new career for the youthful emeritus professor. 

*   *   *
Baruch Givoni was recognized with the prestigious 

Passive and Low Energy Architecture (PLEA) award in 
1991, and in 2008 I had the distinct honor of presenting 
Prof. Givoni with the firstdever Jeffrey Cook Prize in Desert 
Architecture from BendGurion University. Until that time, 
we had only met occasionally and so the name Givoni 
was for me just that – a name. However I felt like I knew 
him well, because his name seemed to be attached in 
some way to virtually every report, article, paper or book 
that I encountered on the subject of climate and archidd
tecture in arid regions. He had produced literally hundd
dreds of scientific publications and pioneered many of 
the most important ideas and innovations in “desert ardd
chitecture”: evaporative cooling, earthdintegrated builddd
ings, moderating heat stress in urban spaces, and on and 
on. I found myself time after time attempting to pick up 
and continue research that he had initiated, worked on, 
and then left as he moved on to something else.

As circumstance would have it though, a particular 
misfortune for Prof. Givoni turned out to be strangely 
fortunate for me. At the age of 90, on the eve of his regudd
lar trip to Hong Kong, Baruch’s doctor informed him that 
he could no longer travel overseas. He was disappointed 
and dismayed that his globetrotting activity should be 
curtailed when he was still in full swing. But he was eager 
for collaboration closer to home, and hungry as ever for 
data − so we started a testdcell experiment comparing 
the thermal behavior of conventional building materials 

i read your book “Man, Climate & Architecture” when i 
was a student. i started to know you virtually.

in 2003, i invited you to come to hong Kong to teach 
in my MSc programme. from then on, i started to know 
you in person. We started to collaborate on projects and 
publish papers together.

the most important lesson i have learnt from you has 
been that a scholar must keep the investigation simple 
by focusing on the most important line of thought, and 
solve a problem in the simplest way. for example, you 
always said, “Why use expensive equipment when a selfn
made tenndollar device can give one the same data? And 
why use a complicated program and a super computer 
when a simple equation can achieve the same analyses?”

Students loved you too. they told me you were friendly, down to earth and hands on. they were surprised that 
you could spend hours showing them how to collate data using Excel and entering lines of data yourself; and you 
could standnby under the sun supervising them on how to connect the thermocouples. they told me you loved 
Chinese food and always challenged other overseas visitors to taste exotic Chinese dishes like chicken legs.

Baruch, we will all miss you.
— Edward Ng, Chinese university of hong Kong

Givoni traveling in Beijing with Isaac (Sakis) Meir of BGU.

https://sakismeir.weebly.com/current--upcoming-events.html
https://sakismeir.weebly.com/current--upcoming-events.html
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As an urban climatologist, i also grew up on Prof. 
Baruch Givoni’s books and articles. 

upon his returning to israel, in 2002, i asked to meet 
him and discuss my research. i expected to meet an elnn
derly person who continues to be interested in the field 
and can certainly contribute from his vast experience 
and proficiency. i was totally surprised!

i met a young looking man, thoughtful, vigorous, 
and most eager to explore. he immediately asked me 
to take him for a walk in the park where i had done 
research on the effects of a new water pond on the 
temperature, humidity and thermal comfort. As we 
walked − almost ran − across the lawn on an extremenn
ly hot and dry day, he drafted a formula for predicting 
the temperature of irrigated grass exposed to the sun, 
which was based on measurements taken during different weather conditions. this work was presented at the 
fifth international Conference on urban Climate (iCuCn5) in Lodz, Poland, in September 2003.

from here it was only a short way until he expressed his desire to write together a review article on outdoor 
comfort research issues, comparing his studies in Japan and various studies done in israel. the article was pubnn
lished in Energy and Buildings in 2003 and received hundreds of citations.

it was a great privilege to know and work with him, even if for a short period. he was a true scientist as well as 
a lively, modest man, interested in many areas beyond science − an admirable person. 

the meaning of his name, Baruch, is “blessed”. in hebrew we eulogize by saying: “of blessed memory”.
Blessed Baruch has earned his just reward for a life well lived, and shall be remembered with longing.

 — hadas Saaroni, tel Aviv university

with alternative lowdenergy materials that my students 
and I were developing at the time. I finally got to know 
the man behind the name, and discovered that Baruch’s 
interests went far beyond the topics associated with 
the public Givoni. At his retirement home in Tel Aviv he 
had founded a weekly music appreciation group, holddd
ing weekly concerts in which he would share classical 
pieces from his own collection of recordings. He showed 
me some remarkable portraits that he had created, and 
I was astonished to learn that he had taken up painting 
only recently − having shown a certain talent for drawdd
ing in his days at architecture school, but never having 
been satisfied with his own abilities.

I also found that this was a person with an almost paindd
ful sense of humility, bemused that his name was known 
on every continent but still mainly concerned with solvdd
ing problems and figuring out puzzles. When he came to 
visit our experimental site, he insisted on traveling indedd
pendently – explaining that the train ride gave him time 
for his daily Sudoku. When asked what he attributed his 
good health to at such an advanced age, he mentioned 
physical exercise – but said that exercising his mind was 
the key.

Baruch left behind a large family, with children, granddd

children and greatdgrandchildren too numerous to count 
without a bit of effort. A few years ago he was described 
as an elderly father whose most obvious trait was that he 
was like a child, with a childlike curiosity to constantly learn 
new things and master new challenges − and a seeming 
lack of awareness as to just how successful he was.

— david Pearlmutter, Editor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIMjBw55GOQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIMjBw55GOQ
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Upcoming Conferences... 
the information in this list is current as of the publication date of the newsletter, but readers should check for updated 
information online in the event of schedule changes due to the CoVidn19 pandemic.

BOCHUM URBAN CLIMATE SUMMER SCHOOL: URBAN 
CLIMATE INFORMATICS, RUHR UNIvERSITy Bochum, 
Germany • August 17d21, 2020
https://www.climate.ruhrdunidbochum.de/bucss/

PLANNING POST CARBON CITIES: 35TH PLEA   CONFF
FERENCE ON SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE AND 
URBAN DESIGN
A Coruña, Spain • September 1d3, 2020
https://www.plea2020.org 

EMS ANNUAL MEETING 2020 SESSION ON “INTERACFF
TIONS OF AIR POLLUTANTS, GREENHOUSE GASES, 
WEATHER AND CLIMATE FROM LOCAL/URBAN TO 
GLOBAL SCALES”
Bratislava, Slovakia • September 7d11, 2020.
https://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EMS2020/
session/ 

4TH ICOS SCIENCE CONFERENCE, SESSION ON “URFF
BAN OBSERvATIONS AND DETECTION OF HUMAN 
EMISSIONS” 
Utrecht, Netherlands • September 15d17, 2020
https://www.icosdri.eu/sc2020

NOvI SAD NATUREFBASED SOLUTIONS & CLIMATEF
SENSITIvE URBAN DESIGN TRAINING SCHOOL
Novi Sad, Serbia • September 21d25, 2020
http://clihyd.com/novidsaddnaturedbaseddsolutionsdclidd
matedsensitivedurbanddesigndtrainingdschoold2020/

AGU FALL MEETING SPECIAL SESSION ON ExTREME 
WEATHER AND CLIMATE IN URBAN AREAS, THEIR 
SOCIAL IMPACTS, AND MITIGATION 
San Francisco, USA • December 7d11, 2020 
https://agu.confex.com/agu/fm20/prelim.cgi/Sesdd
sion/101164  (Abstract submission by July 29, 2020) 

Calls for Papers... 

“URBAN MICROCLIMATE AND AIR QUALITy AS DRIvERS 
OF URBAN DESIGN”
Special issue of Sustainability
Anthropogenic activities are dramatically impacting the 
quality of our environment, and this is especially the case 
in cities. Factors such as the sealing of soil, contamination 
of water and air, and emission of atmospheric greenhouse 
gases are combining to make the urban environment less 
livable. Efforts to better understand these problems have 
been intensifying within the scientific community, with redd
search focusing on topics related to environmental quality 
and human health, the urban heat island, outdoor thermal 
comfort, and urban air quality. These phenomena have 
been analyzed from the microscale to the city level, using 
approaches such as field monitoring, remote sensing, and 
simulation models. Unfortunately, however, these diverse 
aspects of urbanization are rarely integrated in a systematdd
ic way in the actual development process. This Special issue 
aims to collect works that improve on this knowledge, and 
enrich our common understanding of how urban design 
can positively or negatively affect the quality of the urban 
environment. The focus is on outdoor thermal comfort and 
air quality, with emphasis placed on studies showing how 
research can be integrated into the design process and 
how policies can enhance the environmental effectiveness 
of concrete urban interventions.
Guest Editors: Luciano Massetti, david Pearlmutter
Deadline: January 31, 2021
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/special_isdd
sues/Urban_Microclimate_Air_Quality 

“APPLICATION OF GISFBASED MAPPING OF LOCAL CLIFF
MATE ZONES IN URBAN AREAS” 
Special issue of iSPrS intl Journal of Geoninformation
The concept of local climatic zones (LCZs) has become a 
widely recognized standard for the description of urban 
climate sites, gaining substantial attention from scholars 
worldwide in recent years. The original concept was extenddd
ed to the mapping of urban and suburban landscapes, redd
sulting in widespread application in urban climate research 
and beyond. With such a radical shift in the LCZ concept, 
new problems were identified (e.g. the quality and level of 
GIS data detail, user accuracy, appropriate resolution, spatiodd
temporal variability, level of generalization, and standardizadd
tion of classification). Most popular among authors dealing 
with LCZ delineation are methods based on widely available 
remote sensing data. The majority of such studies, however, 
have reported user accuracy inappropriate for recent urban 
climate science, demanding exact data for modeling and for 
application in real urban planning. We therefore have devotdd
ed this Special issue to GISdbased methods of LCZ delineation 
and their application to the development of highdquality 
LCZ data. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: 
Innovative GISdbased LCZ mapping methods; Analyses on 
producer and user accuracy for GISdbased/other methods; 
Studies on spatiotemporal variability of thermal exposure in 
LCZs; Application of LCZ concept in urban areas.
Guest Editors: Michal Lehnert, Jan Geletič, Stevan Savić
Deadline: February 2�, 2021
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijgi/special_issues/Climate_
Urban

https://www.climate.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/bucss/
https://www.plea2020.org/
https://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EMS2020/session/
https://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EMS2020/session/
https://www.icos-ri.eu/sc2020
http://clihyd.com/novi-sad-nature-based-solutions-climate-sensitive-urban-design-training-school-2020/
http://clihyd.com/novi-sad-nature-based-solutions-climate-sensitive-urban-design-training-school-2020/
https://agu.confex.com/agu/fm20/prelim.cgi/Session/101164
https://agu.confex.com/agu/fm20/prelim.cgi/Session/101164
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/special_issues/Urban_Microclimate_Air_Quality
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/special_issues/Urban_Microclimate_Air_Quality
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijgi/special_issues/Climate_Urban
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijgi/special_issues/Climate_Urban
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ONLINE SEMINAR ANNOUNCEMENT: 
An Introduction to the PALM model system

The PALM modelling group of the Institute of Medd
teorology and Climatology at the Leibniz University 
Hannover, Germany, is offering a 5dday webinar from 
21d25 September 2020. The PALM model system has 
been continuously developed at the Institute of Medd
teorology and Climatology (IMUK), Leibniz Univerdd
sität Hannover (LUH), Germany, since 1997. It is used 
to study microd and mesodscale turbulent boundary 
layer flows in the atmosphere and the ocean. PALM 
includes a number of advanced features like topogradd
phy, nondcyclic boundary conditions with turbulent 
inflow, an embedded Lagrangian particle model aldd
lowing explicit treatment of cloud droplet physics, 
a wind turbine model for simulating complete wind 
parks including wake effects, or an interface for adddd
ing user defined code. Recently, the model has been 
significantly extended in a collaborative effort of 
several research institutions for urban applications 
(PALMd4U), which includes explicit treatment of urdd
ban surfaces, chemistry, radiation, but also LESnestdd
ing and nesting into larger scale models. Data input 
and output is in NetCDF format. PALM is optimised 
for high performance on all kind of statedofdthedart 
processor architectures and it scales on up to several 
tens of thousands of processors. PALM is free software 
and can be redistributed and/or modified under the 
terms of the GNU General Public License (v3). Downdd
load information and a detailed online documentadd
tion is available under http://palmdmodel.org.

What is the seminar about? The one week semidd
nar gives an overview of PALM, and demonstrates 
how to carry out runs − on Linux computers provided 
by the participants. Seminar contents comprise e.g. 
a general introduction to largededdy simulation, an 
overview of PALM’s governing equations, applied 
numerical methods, the various PALM features and 
application examples. Besides a brief introduction to 
the PALM installation, the main focus of the seminar is 
on how to set up PALM simulations, how to run them 
using the shell scripts provided with PALM, and how 
to analyse the output. Setups for several standard apdd
plications will be explained in detail (e.g. convection, 
flow around buildings, etc.). Further attention is given 
to topics like how to extend PALM by userdgenerated 
code and how to debug the code. Besides the theodd
retical lessons which will be provided for download, 
there will be handsdon sessions, where participants 
carry out exercises under the online guidance of the 
lecturers.

What are the technical requirements? The sucdd
cessful software installation can be verified by indd
stalling PALM via the provided automatic installer: 
https://palmdmodel.org/trac/wiki/install. Please check 
this well in advance. 

What does the seminar cost? The fee for particidd
pants from outside the MOSAIK/UC²  project  will be: 
€ 600 for commercial companies, € 300 for educationdd
al/research institutions. This includes tuition, seminar 
materials and support during the handsdon sessions. 

Who is this seminar meant for? This seminar is 
designed for future scientific users of PALM, who 
have yet little to no prior experience with PALM. A 
solid background in modelling, particularly CFDd
modelling, Fortran 2003, MPI, and Linux/Unix is of 
advantage.

Where can I register? For the registration 
please fill the registration form: https://forms.gle/
4tQCpHcmW2G82MBx8 at the latest by 16th August 
23:59 CEST. Please note that we might close the regdd
istration earlier if we reach our maximum participant 
number of 50. Registered participants will receive 
more detailed information (method of payment, wedd
binar tools, schedule, etc.) by the end of August 2020.

Do you have any questions? Feel free to contact 
Sebastian Hettrich: hettrich@muk.unidhannover.de

PALMn4u allows detailed resolution of city parts.

Simulation of building generated turbulence.

http://palm-model.org
https://palm-model.org/trac/wiki/install
https://forms.gle/4tQCpHcmW2G82MBx8
https://forms.gle/4tQCpHcmW2G82MBx8
mailto:hettrich@muk.uni-hannover.de


IAUC Board

Dear IAUC community, 
A special meeting of the IAUC Board was held with 

the conference organisers on the planning for ICUCd11, 
including ways of managing around COVIDd19. We will 
be consulting with the membership regarding possible 
options, and will keep members updated as more infordd
mation becomes available.

Key developments regarding the conference will also 
be included on the conference website − https://conferdd
ence.unsw.edu.au/en/icuc11. This will be continually updd
dated as we progress towards the conference. 

Important Dates
opening of Abstract Submission: Aug 17, 2020
deadline for Abstract Submission: Nov 15, 2020
Acceptance of Abstract: Jan 25, 2021
optional full paper/supplementary materials: Mar 30, 2021
Conference: Aug 30 d Sep 3, 2021

Contact for ICUC Co-chairs, Negin and Melissa:
n.nazarian@unsw.edu.au 

Best wishes from the IAUC Board!

Urban Climate News − The Quarterly Newsletter of the International Association for Urban Climate

Editor: David Pearlmutter
davidp@bgu.ac.il

News: Paul Alexander
paul.alexander@cso.ie

The next edition of Urban Climate News will appear in 
late September. Contributions for the upcoming issue are 
welcome, and should be submitted by August 31, 2020 to 
the relevant editor.

Submissions should be concise and accessible to a wide 
audience. The articles in this Newsletter are unrefereed, 
and their appearance does not constitute formal publicadd
tion; they should not be used or cited otherwise.

Bibliography: Matthias Demuzere and BibCom members
Matthias.demuzere@rub.de

Urban Projects: Helen Ward
Helen.Ward@uibk.ac.at

Conferences: Joe McFadden
mcfadden@ucsb.edu
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ICUC-11 in Sydney Australia: 
Looking ahead to 2021

IAUC Board Members & Terms

· President: Nigel Tapper (Monash University, Australia), 2018d
2022.

· Secretary: Andreas Christen (AlbertdLudwigs Universität 
Freiburg, Germany), 2018d2022.

· Treasurer: Ariane Middel (Arizona State University, USA), 
2019d2022.

· Alexander Baklanov (WMO, Switzerland), WMo representative, 
2018d2022.**

· Benjamin Bechtel (RuhrdUniversity Bochum, Germany), 2017d
2021.

· Matthias Demuzere (RuhrdUniversity Bochum, Germany and 
CEO and Founder Kode), 2018d2022.

· Jorge Gonzalez (CUNY, USA): iCuC10 Local organizer, 2016d2021.

· Negin Nazarian (University of New South Wales, Australia): 
Local organizer iCuCn11.

· Leena Järvi (University of Helsinki, Finland), 2016d2020.

· Dev Niyogi (Purdue University, USA): iCuC10 Local orga nizer, 
2016d2021.

· David Pearlmutter (BendGurion University, Israel), Newsletter 
Editor, 2008d*

· Chao Ren (University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong), 2017d2021.

· David Sailor (Arizona State University, USA), Past Secretary 
2014d2018.*

· James Voogt (University of Western Ontario, Canada), Past 
President: 2014d2018.*

· Helen Ward (University of Innsbruck, Austria), 2019d2022.

* nondvoting, ** nondvoting appointed member

IAUC Committee Chairs
· Editor, IAUC Newsletter: David Pearlmutter

· News Editor: Paul Alexander
· Urban Projects Editor: Helen Ward
· Conferences Editor: Joe McFadden

· Bibliography Committee: Matthias Demuzere

· Chair Teaching Resources: Gerald Mills

· Chair Awards Committee: Helen Ward

https://conference.unsw.edu.au/en/icuc11
https://conference.unsw.edu.au/en/icuc11
mailto:n.nazarian@unsw.edu.au
mailto:paul.alexander@cso.ie
mailto:matthias.demuzere@rub.de
mailto:Helen.Ward@uibk.ac.at
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